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DEFINITIONS
IDA publishes the following documents to report the results of its work.

Reports
Reports are the most authoritative and most carefully considered products IDA publishes.
They normally embody results of major projects which (a) have a direct bearing on
decisions affecting major programs, (b) address issues of significant concern to the
Executive Branch, the Congress and/or the public, or (c) address issues that have
significant economic implications. IDA Reports are reviewed by outside panels of experts
to ensure their high quality and relevance to the problems studied, and they are released
by the President of IDA.

Group Reports

Group Reports record the findings and results of IDA established working groups and
panels composed of senior individuals addressing major issues which otherwise would be
the subject of an IDA Report. IDA Group Reports are reviewed by the senior individuals
responsible for the project and others as selected by IDA to ensure their high quality and
relevance to the problems studied, and are released by the President of IDA.

Papers
Papers, also authoritative and carefully considered products of IDA, address studies that
are narrower in scope than those covered in Reports. IDA Papers are reviewed to ensure
that they meet the high standards expected of refereed papers in professional journals Or
formal Agency reports.

Documents
IDA Documents are used for the convenience of the sponsors or the analysts (a) to record
substantive work done in quick reaction studies, (b) to record the proceedings of
conferences and meetings, (c) to make available preliminary and tentative results of

analyses, (d) to record data developed in the course of an investigation, or (e) to forward
information that is essentially unanalyzed and unevaluated. The review of IDA Documents
is suited to their content and intended use.

The work reported in this document was conducted under contract MDA 903 89 C 0003 for 1
the Department of Defense. The publication of this IDA document does not indicate

endorsement by the Department of Defense, nor should the contents be construed as
reflecting the official position of that Agency.

This Document is published in order to make available the material it contains for the use 1
and convenience of interested parties. The material has not necessarily been completely
evaluated and analyzed, nor subjected to formal IDA review.
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PREFACE

This document presents the proceedings of a workshop on legal issues in software
reuse held 23-24 October 1990 in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and is intended for use by
contracting and legal personnel and software managers in the SDI program who are con-
cerned with software reuse. It was written in response to Task Order T-R2-597.2, which
requires "a report on the SDI workshop on legal issues in software reuse."

The proceedings includes two formal papers based on lectures presented at the
workshop, an edited transcript of a panel discussion held at the workshop, an analysis of
specific scenarios discussed at the workshop, and reports of working groups.

Prior to the workshop IDA developed a set of scenarios that suggested likely situ-
ations in which attempts to reuse software or construct a reuse library might result in legal
difficulties. These scenarios were discussed at the workshop, and IDA also conducted
further investigation and analysis of some of these scenarios.

Four working groups met during the workshop and completed reports that are
included: (1) Component Licensing/Integration Contract Wording; (2) Legal Obliga-
tions, Subscribers, and Developers; (3) Royalties and Incentives; and (4) Potential
Approaches to Software Industry Participation.

This document was reviewed internally by Dr. Richard Wexelblat, Mr. Michael
Nash, Dr. Reginald Meeson, Dr. Robert Turner, Ms. Audrey Hook, and Ms. Ruth
Greenstein.
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SUMMARY

Introduction

The principal goals of the Workshop on Legal Issues in Software Reuse were: (1)
to identify and discuss potential legal problems that could inhibit the insertion of software
reuse technology in the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) program; and (2) to critique a
specific plan for software reuse based on a centralized reuse library proposed by the SDI
National Test Bed.

In advance of the workshop, attendees were provided with the National Test Bed
Reuse plan and a set of scenarios describing specific situations in which software reuse
might raise legal difficulties. Thirty-eight attendees participated in the workshop, includ-
ing eight attorneys and twenty-one technical representatives.

The workshop began with an introductory lecture by John Morrison of the
National Test Bed that discussed his view of software reuse for SDI and the National Test
Bed Reuse plan. Barry Sookman, a Canadian trial attorney, then presented a lecture dis-
cussing the risks of liability involved in software reuse. Formal papers based on these lec-
tures are included in these proceedings.

The workshop also included a forum in which some of the scenarios were
presented and discussed, and a panel discussion. In addition, further investigation and
analysis of the scenarios was carried out by IDA. An annotated transcript of the panel
discussion and a presentation, discussion and analysis of these scenarios are included in
the proceedings.

During the workshop attendees participated in one of four working groups: (1)
Component Licensing/Integration Contract Wording; (2) Royalties and Incentives; (3)
Legal Obligations, Subscribers, and Developers; and (4) Potential Approaches to Soft-
ware Industry Participation. Each working group was asked to identify and describe the
principal issues in its area and to develop recommendations to address these issues. A
written report from each working group is included in the proceedings.

Keynote Speaker

The keynote speaker, Barry Sookman, discussed how to minimize the potential
legal liabilities associated with software reuse libraries. There are two principal prob-
lems: (1) identifying the risks; and (2) finding ways to allocate responsibility for risks so
that developers and users will not be discouraged by excessive liability burdens.
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Sookman discussed the different schemes for intellectual property protection for
software, and concluded that with all forms of protection-including copyrights, patents,
and trade secrets-software reuse raises particular problems of tracking rights associated
with each component so that it can be determined that the rights necessary to reuse a par-

ticular component have in fact been obtained.

Sookman described the principal risks associated with a reuse library as including
the risk of deliberate or inadvertent copyright, patent, or trade secret infringement, liabil-
ity for inaccurate information concerning software that has been provided to the library,

and liability for defective software.

Panel Discussion

A panel of industry representatives discussed a variety of technical and legal
issues involving reuse, including the implications of patent and copyright protection, gov-
ernment data rights issues, and the legality of reverse engineering of software.

There was concern about the impact of software patents on the industry, because
of the uncertainty of knowing whether a particular software invention is patentable, the
possibility of infringement lawsuits after considerable investment has been made in the
software, and the high cost of obtaining and enforcing a patent. Concern about copyright

protection particularly focused on whether interfaces between components ought to be
copyrightable, with panelists tending to be against such protection on the grounds that

reuse would be inhibited.

Panelists felt that the complexity and difficulty in understanding government data
rights regulations was a particular problem, and that reuse might be improved if industry
were allowed to retain more rights than is the case with the present regulations. There
was considerable uncertainty and disagreement among the panelists about just what

reverse engineering practices were legitimate and legal for software.

Scenarios

A detailed analysis was performed for most of the scenarios after the workshop.
Some examples of conclusions from this analysis follow.

New changes to the copyright law that remove the requirement for copyright

notices may increase the risk of accidental copyright infringement, but these risks can be
minimized for a reuse library if it adopts procedures to track the source of all components
and modifications.
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Whether interfaces between components are copyrightable has not been resolved

by the courts, and while the "look-and-feel" cases now being litigated may have a signifi-

cant effect on this issue, they may not be fully decided for many years.

A particular risk involving patents might be the case where a component is

entered into a reuse library, after which a patent is issued that covers a process in the

component. In this case a patent search when components are entered into the library

will not necessarily prevent unintended infringement.

Working Group Reports

The Component Licensing/Integration Contract Wording Working Group

reviewed the proposed National Test Bed plan. After identifying issues raised by the

National Test Bed plan, the group focused its efforts on new regulations and laws (i.e.,

FAR, DFARS, statutes, etc.), integrating software between systems being built for the

three services by major aerospace companies, and license agreements that would be

needed for the reuse library as proposed by the National Test Bed.

The Legal Obligations, Subscribers, and Developers Working Group focused on

identifying legal issues that could arise in establishing a government run software reposi-

tory. They developed a software reuse library model based on the RAPID Reuse Library

and the proposed National Test Bed plan. The group then analyzed the model for legal

issues with respect to contractors, software component suppliers and developers, the

library, library subscribers, and consumers of library components.

The Royalties and Incentives Working Group developed recommendations for

providing incentives for contractors to develop reusable software components and to

reuse components in building software systems. The group identified liability associated

with intellectual property, liability for defective software, possible loss of proprietary

rights resulting from placing components in the library, appropriate rewards for contrac-

tors, ease of use of the library, and form and granularity of components in libraries as sig-

nificant issues.

The Potential Approaches to Software Industry Participation Working Group

identified government actions and activities that could stimulate a software reuse indus-

try. The critical issues facing the insertion of software reuse technology addressed by this

group are the establishment of a critical mass of reusable components, demonstration

that software reuse works, reuse standards, criteria for evaluating reusable components

for quality and reliability, legal issues such as data rights and liability, and efficient mech-

anisms for inserting software reuse technology into practice.
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Conclusions

General conclusions reached as a result of the workshop include:

a. Large-scale reuse will probably require a registry that allows tracking the source of
original development and modifications for each component. The establishment of a
national registry for reusable software component lineage was recommended.

b. The requirement in the National Test Bed plan in which the government assumes all
legal liabilities associated with a reuse library is probably not good policy and may
conflict with federal law.

c. There are many uncertainties in the law associated with intellectual property protec-
tion for software and liability for software malfunction, and these uncertainties are
not likely to be resolved soon. Software reuse raises few, if any, fundamentally new
legal issues that have not been confronted before, but large-scale reuse will likely
result in these issues being encountered more frequently and in more complex ways.

d. For a large-scale reusable components industry to develop, it is desirable for mecha-
nisms to be developed that can appropriately reward developers who modify and add
value to existing components, while still protecting the rights of the developers of the
original components.

e. Software patents may have significant potential as a mechanism for encouraging the
development of reusable components, however, there are many uncertainties about
the validity of software patents and the impact of patents and patent infringement
lawsuits on the software industry that need resolution.

f. Licenses for reusable components should be irrevocable, allow liberal rights to pro-
duce derivative works, require the developer to fix errors, and contain provisions for
determining who is allowed access to components.

x
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NATIONAL TEST BED SOFTWARE REUSE LIBRARY

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS:

IMPACT OF LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL ASSUMPTIONS

John S. Morrison, Lt. Col., USAF'

Director, System Engineering and Development
National Test Facility

Colorado Springs, Colorado

PURPOSE design of hardware systems, the fundamental
units of modularity-the building blocks of

The purpose of this discussion is to elabo- software systems-haven't really changed in

rate oil a concept of operations for software 20 years. However, considering the spectrum

reuse at the National Test Facility which of software that must be built to create a

could be implemented. The concept is Strategic Defense System, there are clear

defined in sufficient detail so that the legal opportunities to aggregate lines of code into

and contractual ramifications of the concept larger chunks. Simple functions that are typi-
may be evaluated and debated by experts cally used in software programs might have a

schooled in the legal intricacies of intellec- size on the order of tens of lines of code.

tual property, technology transfer, and liabil- Small callable modules with more capability

ity. might consist of hundreds of lines of code.
Simulations of the SDI system range from
103 to 104 lines of code. Real time, battle-

WHY REUSE SOFTWARE? critical software might be about 10: lines of
code. The full SDS, to include peacetime
functions and test software might range from

SDI is a technology-driven program. This 106 to 107 lines of code.
means that the program must consider how Altering the fundamental unit of software
to design systems in the face of technological modularity could improve productivity by
change. Flexibility with respect to new tech- perhaps one or two orders of magnitude.
nology will allow the system to adapt to new Small, callable modules-built to be
threats. Potentially one of the most flexible re-engineered and adapted to new contexts,
pieces of the system will be software. Reus- and perhaps measuring a few hundred lines
ing software is not inconsistent with the con- of code in size-might be stored in a central
cept of accommodating technological library and used to construct new software
change. Software legacy can be viewed as a projects. They could form reusable building
bridge between what exists and what can be blocks for simulations and other develop-
imagined. ment efforts. Using common parts in this

Traditionally, software has been devel- way could still allow us considerable flexibil-
oped one line of code at a time. Unlike the ity in how we architect systems. The

approach might, in addition, help improve

1. Lt. Col. Morrison is now at Technology Transfer the security and trust of the systems that get
International. Colorado Springs. Colorado. developed because security and trust features

could be built into the components. Simi-
larly, if reliability and fault tolerance are also

I . i • •• ,iil il mi I •n Il l • i



built into the components, then the overall a "cascade of efficiencies" associated with
reliability of systems that are constructed reuse at higher levels of abstraction.
with these components might in theory be It is easy to quantify in dollars and cents
improved, how reuse pays off. An example from the

Finally, software reuse can be a way to Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group
transfer technology quickly between one (JIAWG) shows how. If you reuse a compo-
developer and another. Components can nent, there might be some cost you avoid by
encapsulate knowledge and expertise in a not having to build it from scratch. But there
particular problem domain, and bind that is, nevertheless, some cost associated with
knowledge within a package that can be finding and adapting the component to a new
licensed by other developers. Such licensing application. The reuser's net savings is just
can provide both incentives for the compo- the difference between building the code
nent developer to maintain the software and from scratch and adapting extant code. Over
a contractual mechanism to control its time there are costs to maintain the code,
release. and a commercial vendor would also have to

The effectiveness of software reuse is the factor in the discount rate for money. The
extent to which a program can be used in discounted cash flow from reuse could be
applications other than the one for which it measured, and the size of the positive cash
was originally developed. This effectiveness flow would increase with every additional
can be measured by the amount of effort that instance of reuse.
is required to make the software component Recognizing the potential benefits to the
work in the new application. SDI program which might accrue through

There is some limited empirical data sup- reuse, we have put together a concept of
porting the case for reuse. For example, the operations for a reuse library at the National
Lund Institute of Technology in Sweden has Test Facility. I will describe the assumptions
applied software reuse in development of a which underlie the concept, define who the
telecommunications system. They reused players are, list the contracts that are
software from existing telephone systems and invoked and the processes which invoke
achieved a fairly high (60-90%) rate of reuse. 2  them, describe the objects of the contracts,
Of course, there are some caveats attached and the payments and fees which are
to this study. It was based on object-oriented incurred.
methods applied to a telephone system, not
an SDI system. Also, it was a relatively small
development effort (approximately 2,000 to ASSUMPTIONS BEHIND PROPOSED
3,000 lines of Ada code). There is some NATIONAL TEST BED
question, then, about whether this reuse rate CONCEPTS OF OPERATIONS
might change as the size of the system scales
up. However, the data does suggest a poten- The NTB software reuse library will be in
tial cost savings for reuse on at least one real Th e N of er e use cntr actor-
time system and it therefore merits closer a secure, government-owvned, contractor-
attention by the SDI program. The data also operated facility, with daily government man-
suggests there might be a strong correlation agement oversight. The library would bebetween reusable requirements, reusable operated as part of the NTB integration con-
deesignan reusable codiree. ns reusle tract. This contract has provisions and pro-the requirements, and if from requirements cedures for handling organizational conflictsthe requirments (OCI) For frome requiremtin
you can derive designs, and from designs you of interest (OCI). For example, if Martin

can implement code, then there is potentially Marietta operated the reuse library and also
became a bidder on one of the systems being
developed for SDI, then presmably they

2. Documentation and Some Wetrics on Case Study would be in a position to gain competitive
Design of Service Features in Telecommunications
Systems. Lund Institute of Technology, Sweden. 5 advantage. Provisions il the NTB integration
July 1990. contract could handle such OCI cases by

allowing OCI-sensitive operations to be exe-
cuted only by a designated subcontractor who



reports directly to the government and who library, modifies it, and puts it back into the
has been excluded from bidding on non-NTB library The government could determine the
activities within SDI. value added so that when Contractor C

Reusable software components will be checks out the new (modified) component,
developed by a variety of organizations, not there is some pro-rated pass-through of royal-
just the National Test Bed program. The ties.
library, then, would include components What do we have to do to put in place
from the Army, Navy, Air Force, and such a capability? We would have to rethink
Department of Energy. The reusable compo- how we presently develop software. We
nents could be shared among these agencies would need acquisition specialists, contract
to build systems with common software evaluators, and program managers who really
parts. For example, the Army might develop understand the issues associated with soft-
a component that the Air Force would use in ware reuse. We would also need independent
development of its on-orbit systems. verification and validation (IV&V) specialists

Another key assumption is that the SDI who could assess the software, a library staff
program would incentivize both development to operate the reuse library, and what I will
of components aad the use of those compo- call a component assayer, who evaluates the
nents on system development contracts. quality of the particular component when it is
Contractors developing systems might be inserted into the library. Knowledgeable sys-
required to subscribe to the reuse library. tem engineers would be needed to balance

Consumers of components (i.e., the sys- the traditional top-down design approach
tem developers) would pay royalties to the with a bottom-up approach based on avail-
government, and these royalties would pass able components. Given such a balanced
through to the component developers. Con- design, system software architects would pro-
sumer reporting would also be incentivized. gram primarily in components rather than in

We would contend that software devel- FORTRAN, C, or Ada. They would look at
oped under a government contract is owned what parts are available and then, using a
by the government and title, to include patent constructor kit, put the system together. At
and copyright rights, should be explicitly the opposite end of the software develop-
transferred to the government. You will also ment "food chain" would be the component
see this recommendation in the Government developers (i.e., parts suppliers) who would
Accounting Office (GAO) and Office of build software components in a flexible and
Technology Assessment (OTA) reports sent adaptable manner.
to all attendees prior to this workshop. Viewing the overall software component

Suppose software is not developed under market, there would be a supply region and a
government contract, but is developed demand region. On the supply side, you
instead by an independent commercial ven- would have subscribers to the reuse library
dor like EVB. EVB would continue to main- who primarily contribute components. On
tain ownership rights and the government the demand side would be the systems devel-
would have to license such software in order opers who are perhaps under contract to the
to make it available in a reuse library. The government to build systems. It is the rela-
license should provide the government with tionship between the supply side and the
the ability to sub-license to reuse library sub- demand side, and the market place in the
scribers. This may be a controversial point, middle that would invoke contracts. Sub-

Derivative works are another controver- scribers to the library (the market place)
sial area. We would propose that derivative would deal in a subscription contract; com-
works should be encouraged for government ponent suppliers would deal in transfers of
owned software and that a derivative work title or component licenses; consumers
would be subject to a pass-through of royal- would deal in licenses or sub-licenses; and
ties to previous developers based on a gov- operators of the library would deal with the
ernment determination of value added. library integration contract. This, then, is

For example, Contractor A develops a the contractual landscape. Now a look at the
component and puts it in the library. Con- components.
tractor B extracts the component from the

3



THE REUSABLE elements, documentation elements, consu-

SOFTWARE COMPONENT mer reports, quality assessment reports and
access reports.

There would have to be links between theComponents would be library assets con- software identification number, the list of

sisting of documentation, code, and a variety suppliers who contributed to the component,

of other things. The pieces of each compo- and the consumers who have used the com-

nent might come from multiple sources, nthesers wo he used todeal

Component developers would contribute ponent. These links will be needed to deal
documentation and source code. The docu-example, if
doumentation anuld soularcey cde.n T the malicious logic is discovered in a component
mentation would be largely drawn from the you might want to "recall" it, just as an
2167A software deelopment file, a version automaker might want to recall automobiles
description document and data indicating having defective, unsafe parts. Such a recall
which compiler, development hardware, and involves notification in two directions. You
target hardware was used in construction of would like to notify the people using the
the component. Supplementary information defective component in order to minimize
could include a formal language description potential damage, and ou would like to
of the component, a graphic representation potial damagend pou wo lie to
of the design, a simulation of the software, problem.

etc.
The reuse library would contribute quality

assessment reports (perhaps including a part
quality index), access reports (describing REUSE TRANSACTIONS
who used the component and when), and
retrieval keys. The process of software reuse will now be

Consumers would contribute consumer examined in terms of reuse library transac-
reports, to include qualitative consumer tions. These transactions could result in
assessments of the component, deficiency binding contracts, incur costs, or generate
reports, and perhaps entries in a "Blue income such as royalty payments.
Book" that would show the cost of adapting a Enrollment in the library invokes a sub-
component to other projects. Ideally, the scription contract. The prospective sub-
Blue book would provide statistics from scriber would submit a written request to the
every project which used the component. library which would include the name of the
Blue Book entries could include: government sponsor. The library would pro-

vide the applicant with a standard subscrip-
* Re-engineering cost in man-hours (a tion contract containing a set of terms, con-
more stable metric than dollars) ditions and responsibilities. Signing the sub-

scription contract would require the user to
* Project point of contact (to obtain abide by a set of rules and procedures for
additional data) library use, and would establish library usage

fees and charges.
* Project information (e.g., type of sys- The librarian would verify access require-
tem and size of system on which the com- ments through the government sponsor.
ponent was used) Security access would be approved by the

National Test Bed Joint Program Office
From such a listing, prospective consumers based on a review of site security accredita-
of the component could estimate the cost to tion, and a risk analysis of the site.
re-engineer the component. Based on a successful security review and

All elements of the component would be permission of the government sponsor, the
linked to a single software identification num- librarian would assign temporary passwords
ber which would be used to track transac- and personal identification numbers to indi-
tions associated with the component. The vidual members associated with the enrolling
component, then, would be comprised of the organization. In addition, the organization
software identification number, the design would receive a project authentication num-

ber. This authentication number would be
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used to electronically "sign" component design elements, documentation elements,
licenses, incur licensing costs, and receive quality assessment reports, access reports
payments. Control of the authentication and consumer reports-those things which
number would be left to the using organiza- constitute the component.
tion, but the library system would assure that A subscriber logged into the library may
only members of the appropriate organiza- want to execute any number of component-
tion could authenticate with that number, centered transactions. The subscriber could:
The user account would now be activated.

Once electronically connected to the 0 Submit a component to the library
library and logged on, a user could perform a
number of possible activities. He or she * Report on a component-either by
could: submitting a qualitative assessment

report or by quantifying "Blue Book"
* Browse- looking through the inven- costs associated with adapting a compo-
tory of parts and perhaps inspecting indi- nent for a particular project;
vidual parts;

* Browse through the catalog of compo-
* Retrieve- consciously deciding to nents;
obtain, license and pay for a component;

* Retrieve a component.
e Submit- adding to the library a
unique component or a modification of The library system could also execute
someone else's component; component-centered transactions. These

include:
* Report- adding a consumer evalua-
tion of a component to the library for * Logging of component transactions;
other consumers to review.

* Removal of components;

The library would provide customer assis- * Adding of components;
tance as required. In addition, library ser-
vices would automatically track who retrieves 0 "Recall" of components.
what component and when, and provide this
data to consumers. Subscribing organiza- Component submission might work as
tions would be responsible for updating their follows. A subscribing organization would
list of individuals having access to library ser- forward a copy of the proposed new compo-
vices. nent to the librarian, along with the proposed

At the end of the "user life-cycle" would license. In the case of software developed
be the de-enrollment process. This process under government contract, the submitting
deletes organizations and their members contractor would provide a transfer of title
from the list of users of library resources. that would give clear ownership, including
Any component or royalty that flowed patent and copyright rights, to the govern-
through to the de- enrolled organization ment. In consideration for transfer of title,
would revert to the government if the govern- the government would agree to provide the
ment had title to the component. If the ven- component developer with royalties on each
dor company dissolves, then the government retrieval of the component from the library.
would retain the right to license the compo- The amount of the royalty could be tied to
nent, with royalties reverting to the govern- the quality assessment of the component.
ment. The library's quality assessment could also

Turning now from subscriber-centered to influence consumer demand for the compo-
component-centered processes, we will focus nent. The intent would be to incentivize
on those transactions which are keyed to the developers to produce higher quality compo-
software identification number. This number nents. In the case of software developed by a
uniquely identifies components and links commercial vendor, the license would simply



incorporate terms negotiated between the costs. This summary data would be made
vendor and the government, available to subscribers for inspection. The

I will not go into transactions associated system should also flag any security, integrity,
with removal of components from the library or proprietary exclusion events for immedi-
catalog except to mention potential legal and ate action by the library staff. Part of the
contractual implications. Removal of defec- daily activity would also be to decide what
tive components could result in suspension components should be dropped from the
or revocation of component licenses, in the library catalog based on lack of interest from
refund of royalty fees, and potential notifica- consumers.
tion of all affected parties. The library, then, represents a market-

The browsing process and component place for components and library services. It
retrieval process have important legal and makes possible a variety of transactions
contractual implications. The government which result in positive or negative cash flow
would make the component license terms, for the various participants in the market
conditions and costs visible to the browsing place.
consumer. Documentation elements, consu-
mer reports, quality assessment reports and
access reports would also be visible. There NEEDED CAPABILITIES
may be some flat fee associated with brows-
ing, and the terms and conditions of brows- Many things need to be worked out in
ing might be included in or referred to by the greater detail in order to create an effective
subscription contract. Source code and software reuse library. Some of these details
designs for a component would be accessed include:
only through retrieval, a process involving a
conscious decision on the part of the consu- Software Identification Number (SIN)
mer to invoke a component license using the numbering and classification scheme. The
appropriate authentication number. The entire SDI program would have to agree on a
transaction would also incur a fee. standard way to uniquely identify and control

A "safety valve" feature may be needed the software components.
for retrieval. Suppose a developer retrieves a Procedures and tools for quality assess-
number of components and attempts to use ment of software components. The govern-
them to construct a system. Later he decides ment would need a repertoire of procedures
that the component is not as usable as he and tools for software evaluation. When sub-
thought. There should be a way for the con- scribers sign up to the library, they would
sumer to revoke the license and get his agree to allow the government to evaluate
money back. submitted components using these tools and

Consumer reporting and library feedback procedures.
are important features for improving the Part quality index. Based on quality
overall quality of the library. Consumers assessment of submitted components, the
using the library should be encouraged to government would summarize the quality of
report problems with the library approach. the part in terms of a scalar or vector num-
Incentives might include library credits to be ber, which would be included with each com-
applied to browsing. Incentives should also ponent in the library.
be provided for submitting component evalu- Fomla for royalty fee determination.

ations, and for entering re-engineering cost For those components developed under gov-
data into component Blue Books. Deficiency ernment contract, there would be a formula
reports should be incentivized. These will for determining royalty fees, based on the
tell component developers what needs to be assessed quality of the component and per-
fixed, will inform unwary consumers of haps other factors. This formula would be
potential problems, and will be visible during incorporated by reference into the subscrip-
browsing until the problem is corrected. tion contract.

The reuse library must monitor all ongo- Tools and algorithms for assessing deriva-
ing transactions. It would log who accesses tive works. Such tools would objectively
what components, when, and the transaction measure "conceptual distance" between a
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component and the original work from which
it was derived. Alternatively, such tools
could be used to evaluate claims of originality
or intellectual piracy.

Drop logic for library components. There
would have to be some algorithm for deter-
mining if or when a component should be
dropped from the library, based on lack of
subscriber interest in the component.

Library and component monitoring tools.
Such tools will be needed not only to provide
data on components to consumers, but to
implement drop logic described above.

Detailed operating procedures. These
have not been developed yet, but must be
part of the agreed upon set of rules invoked
with the subscription contract.

SUMMARY

One objective of this notional concept of
operations was to describe an approach
which could accept into a reuse library soft-
ware components which may not initially be
of very high quality. By incentivizing develop-
ers to add value to the components, the net
quality of the components should increase
with time. Consumers, by using and report-
ing on components, also add value, and
would likewise be rewarded with incentives
for their time and effort.

It is now up to the lawyers and contracting
experts to reflect on these proposed objec-
tives, and to suggest modifications and
improvements to the concept of operations
which will make the approach legally tracta-
ble.
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CONFRONTING LEGAL LIABILITY

IN THE REUSE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Barry Sookman

Computer and High Technology Law Group
McCarthy and Tetrault

Toronto, Ontario
Canada

INTRODUCTION The plan proposed for the reuse library by

Lieutenant Colonel Morrison suggests that

The talk that I was asked to give the work- four agreements governing the operation of
shop was entitled How shall I sue thee: Let the library would be used: (1) a subscription
me count the ways. The sub-topic I was agreement, (2) a transfer agreement to con-
asked to speak about was "Softwvare reuse: vev title to the software to the library, (3) a
How to 'bulletproof' the procedures for reuse license of the software to the library, and (4)
to minimize potential liability?" This sub- a component license agreement between the
topic is relevant as the establishment of a library and the component user. Before dis-
reuse library creates potential obligations and cussing how to "bullet-proof" these agree-
liabilities, both to the library itself and to oth- ments, I will provide an overview of the avail-
ers involved in the process. These others able intellectual property regimes for protect-
include "subscribers" to the library, compo- ing software.
nent suppliers, component consumers, and
users of systems built with components in the
library. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Two important legal challenges must be PROTECTION REGIMES
addressed in relation to software reuse FOR SOFTWARE
libraries. First, the potential risks must be
recognized and identified. Second, the risks To understand some of the issues involved
must be allocated in a sensible way that fos- in establishing a software reuse library and to
ters reuse and does not impose excessive eco- appreciate the risks to the parties involved,
nomic burdens on the parties involved in aprcteheissoteprisinlvdone must step back and consider the different
reuse. If these risks are not appropriately intellectual property regimes that govern pro-
addressed owners of software will be discour- tection of software. There are four methods
aged from participating in a reuse library, of protecting software: trade secret protec-
Among the risks that must be identified are tion, copyright protection, patent protection,
(1) risks in relation to intellectual property, and licensing agreements.
(2) risks involving deficiencies in software The common law and statutory law gov-
and information about software in the reuse erning trade secrets has firmly established
library, and (3) enforcement of rights issues. that computer software can be protected as a

trade secret. 2 The case law has also
©D 1991 Barry Sookman

1. See John S. Morr.,on. "National Test Bed Software
Reuse Library Concept of Operations", Appendix
D, and contracts in Appendix C.

2. University Computing Co. v. Lykes-Youngstown
Corp., 504 F.2d 518 (5th Cir. 1974); Corn-Share Inc.
v. Computer Complex Inc.. 338 F. Supp. 1229 (E.D.
Mich. 1971), affirmed 458 F.2d 1341 (6th Cir. 1972);
Q-Co. Industries Inc. v. Hoffman, 625 F. Supp. 608
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established that methodologies, 3 underlying sequence, and organization of programs 2

mathematical models, procedures, and statis- and program user interfaces.' 3 Recent case
tical assumptions," designs and specifica- law has also suggested that protocols' 4 and
tions, 5 knowledge of the trial and error pro- computer languages and macros' 5 can also be
cess employed in the creation of computer protected.
programs, 6 organization, structure, logical Patents are becoming one of the most
flow, 7 data structures,8 protocols9 and con- important methods of protecting computer
puter systems consisting of both hardware programs. Many of the patents which are
and software'0 can also be protected as trade now issuing are "pure" software patents that
secrets.

Copyright has for some time protected Hubco Data Products Corp. v. Management
source and object codes of computer pro- Assistance Inc.. 219 U.S.P.Q. 450 (D.Idaho 1983);

grams." In the 1980's protection has also Apple Computer Inc. v. Formula International Inc..

been expanded to protect the structure, 562 F. Supp. 775 (C.D.Cal. 1983), affirmed 725 F.
2d 521 (9th Cir. 1984); SAS Institute Inc. v. S. & H.
Computer Systems. Inc., 605 F. Supp. 816 (M.D.
Tenn. 1985); Fishing Concepts Inc. v. Ross. 226

(S.D.N.Y. 1985). Telex Corp. v. IBM Corp.. 179 U.S.P.Q. 692 (D. Minn. 1985); Microsoft Corp. v.
U.S.P.Q. 777 (N.D. Okla. 1973); Structural Very Competitive Computer Products Corp.. 671 F.
Dynamics v. Engineering Mechanics Research Supp. 1250 (N.D.Cal 1987): In re Simplified
Corp.. 401 F. Supp. 1102 (E.D. Mich. 1975); Information Systems, Copyright L.R. (CCH) 26, 255
Computer Print Systems Inc. v. Lewis. 422 A.2d 148 (Bankr. W.D. Pa. 1988). Soft Computer Consultants
(Pa. Super. Ct. 1979); Dickerman Associates Inc. v. Inc. v. Lalehzarzadeh. 11989] Copyright L. Dec
Tiverton Bottled Gas Co., 594 F. Supp. 30 (D. Mass. (CCH) 26.403; Johnson Controls Inc. v. Phoenix
1984); Cybertek Computer Products Inc. v. Control Systems Inc., 886 F. 2d 1173 (9th Cir. 1989).
Whitfield. 203 U.S.P.Q. 1020 (Cal. Super. Ct. 1977); Brignoli v. Balch. Hardy & Scheinman. Inc.. 645 F.
J. & K. Computer Systems Inc. v Paci, 642 P.2d 732 Supp. 1201 (S.D.N.Y. 1986)
(Utah Sup. Ct. 1982); McCormack & Dodge Corp.
v. ABC Management Systems Inc., 222 U.S.P.Q 432 12. Synercom Technology Inc. v. University Computing

(Wash. Super. Ct. 1983); Aries Information Systems Co., 462 F.Supp. 1003 (N.D. Tex. 1978): Q-Co.

Inc. v. Pacific Management Systems Corp., 366 N.W. Industries Co. v. Hoffman. 625 F. Supp. 608

2d 366 (Minn. Ct. App. 1985); Belth v. Insurance (S.D.N.Y. 1985); SAS Institute Inc. v. S.&H.

Dept.. 6 C.L.S.R. 1386 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 1977); Computer Systems Inc.. 605 F. Supp. 816 (M.D.

Bishop v. Wick. 11989] Copyright L. Rep. (CCH) Tenn. 1985); Whelan Associates Inc. v. Jaslow

26,467 (N.D. I11. 1989); Soft Computer Consultants Dental Laboratory Inc. F.2d 1222 (3rd Cir. 1986);

Inc. v. Lalehzarzadeh. [1989] Copyright L. Rep. Pearl Systems Inc. v. Competition Electronics Inc.,

(CCH) 26. 403 (E.D.N.Y. 1988) 8 U.S.P.Q.2d 1520 (U.S.D.C. Fl. 1988); Healthcare
Affiliated Services Inc. v. Lippany, 701 F.Supp. 1142

3. Healthcare Affiliated Services Inc. v. Lippany, 701 F. at 1151 (W.D. Pa. 1988); Manufacturers Technology
Supp. 1142 (W.D. Pa. 1988) Inc. v. Cams Inco., 10 U.S.P.Q.2d 1321 (D. Conn,

4. Belth v. Insurance Dept.. 6 C.L.S.R. 1386 (Sup. Ct. 1989); Plains Cotton Co-op. v. Goodpasture
N.Y. 1977) Computer Services. 807 F.2d 1256 (5th Circ. 1987);

5. U.S. v. Perholtz, 1 CCH Computer Cases 46,065 Soft Computer Consultants Inc. v. Lalehzarzadeh.
(Ct. App. Dist. Columbia Cir. 1989) [1989] Copyright L. Dec (CCH) 26,403; Johnson

Controls Inc. v. Phoenix Control Systems Inc., 886
6. Integrated Cash Management Services v. Digital F.2d 1173 (9th Cir. 1989); Bull HN Information

Transactions Inc. 13 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1397 (S.D.N.Y. Systems Inc. v. American Express Bank Ltd. CCC
1989) Computer L.R. 46.285 (S.D.N.Y. 1990);

7. Dickerman Associates Inc. v. Tiverton Bottled Gas Telemarketing Resources v. Symatec Corp. 12
Co., 594 F. Supp. 30 (D. Mass. 1984); Integrated U.S.P.Q. 2d 1991 (N.D. Cal. 1988); Lotus
Cash Management Services v. Digital Transactions Development Corp. v. Paperback Software
Inc.. 13 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1397 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) International, 15 U.S.P.Q 2d 1577 (D. Mass. 1990);

8. Soft Computer Consultants Inc. v. Lalehzarzadeh, NME Specialty Hospitals Inc. v. Friedman, Comp.

119891 Copyright L. Dec. (CCH) 26.403 (E.D.N.Y. Ind. Lit. Rptr. 11,665, (D.C.N.J. 1990)
1988) 13. Broderbund Software Inc. v. Unison World Inc., 648

9. Telerate Systems Inc. v. Marshal Caro, 689 F. Supp. F.Supp. 1127 (N.D. Cal. 1986); Digital
221 (S.D.N.Y. 1988); Secure Services Technology Communications Associates Inc. v. SoftkloneInc. v. Time and Space Processing Inc.. 772 F. Supp. Distributing Corp., 2 U.S.P.Q.2d 1385 (N.D.Ga.
1354 (E.D. Va. 1989) 1987); Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback

Software International, 15 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1577 (D.
10. Telxon Corp. v. Hoffman, 720 F.Supp. 657 (N.D. Ill, Mass. 1990)

1989) 14. Secure Engineering Services Ltd. v. International

11. GCA Corp. v. Chance, 217 U.S.P.Q. 718 (N.D. Cal. Technology Corp., 727 F. Supp. 261 (E.D.Va. 1989)
1982); Apple Computer Inc. v. Franklin Computer
Corp., 215 U.S.P.O. 935 (E.D. Pa. 1982). reversed 15. Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software
714 F.2d 1240 (3rd Cir. 1983). cert. dismissed 104 S. International, 15 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1577 (D. Mass. 1990)
Ct. 690 (1984): Freedman v. Select Information
Systems Inc.. 221 U.S.P.0. 848 (N.D. Cal. 1984);
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specifically disclose and claim software tech- the supplier might think it has. For example,
nology without directly referring to hardware former employees of a competitor might have
other than a conventional computer and been employed by the software developer
peripheral devices. 16 Patents are issuing who wittingly or unwittingly made use of pro-
today that protect virtually every aspect of prietary information in developing the soft-
software. Examples include program algo- ware. Similarly, software developers may
rithms, mathematical formulae used in pro- have had legitimate access to software devel-
grams to control processes or program exe- oped elsewhere such as through a license, but
cution, utilities, user interface features, add- have made unauthorized use of the software
ins, compiler programs and operating system such as by breaching license terms prohibit-
programs. ing reverse engineering.

When it is recognized that programs can In the case of copyrights, there are similar
be protected by the laws governing trade problems. Although the Copyright Office
secrets, copyrights and patents, it must be maintains a registry, that registry does not
asked how can a library that accepts software include all the information that the library
components from a variety of sources protect needs to know. There are certain industry
itself from infringing intellectual property practices in developing software, such as the
rights of parties associated with these compo- use of clean rooms and reverse engineering,
nents. Title to the software components, or that would not be uncovered in searches of
at least the right to grant permission to use public registries. Because the demarcation
software to subscribers, is critical to the between what is and what is not protected in
library. But, rights in the components will not a program is difficult to define, there is no
necessarily be held by the component sup- assurance that software created using a clean
plier. room procedure is non-infringing. Programs

may have been placed in the library which
have been created by independent contrac-

TRACKING THE tors who own the copyright in the programs.
RIGHTS ASSOCIATED If software is taken out from the reuse

WITH A COMPONENT library, modified by a contractor, and then
placed back into the library, issues of owner-
ship of derivative programs will also arise.

A major problem in establishing and In the case of patents, there are also very
operating a reuse library is obtaiing the nec- serious potential problems. One might think
essary information to track the origin of soft- that a developer of software knows whether it
ware to know whether all persons with rights has infringed the intellectual property rights
in the software have granted the appropriate of another. However, in the case of patents,
rights to the library. Unfortunately this infor- it can take years after an application is made
mation is often difficult to obtain or to con- for a patent for it to issue. A patent search
firm. There are few public records that can will not locate these patents while they are
be relied upon to trace the origin of software, still in the examination stage. A software

In the case of trade secrets, there is obvi- developer might well invest significant
ously no public registry that one can consult, resources in developing software and later
and there are many situations in which a discover that the software infringes a newly
component supplier may not have the rights issued patent.

What can a reuse library do to protect
16. See 10th Annual Computer Law Institute (Practising itself against the risks posed by these situa-

Law Institute. 1988), pages 143-172, and "Survey of tions? What can consumers of the compo-
the United States Software Patents issued from July,
1987 through December, 1987", Proprietary Rights nents provided by the library do to protect
Committee, Computer Law Section, State Bar of themselves? Some things can be done, but as
Michigan, and John T. Soma and B.F. Smith a practical matter, many risks will still be
"Software Trends: Whose Getting How Many of
What? 1978-1987", J.P. TO.S. May, 1989 page 415. present.

The library must consider establishing
procedures to investigate the origin of soft-
ware in the library. It may not be enough for
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the library to do only quality assessments of certain warranties and indemnities with
the software deposited into the library. The respect to title to the software. There are
library may have to analyze each of the corn- also warranties and indemnities in the com-
ponents and require substantial audit infor- ponent license. It is not important to analyze
mation from component suppliers. 17 Both these particular provisions at this time. It is
the library and users must know that the corn- more important to recognize that there are
ponent supplier has the right to authorize risks that must be properly allocated.
them to use the software as contemplated by It may be reasonable to assume that the
the concept of operations. An analysis of the component supplier will be in the best posi-
origin of the software might be done either by tion to know whether it has infringed the
the library or by the component users. Con- intellectual property rights of another party
ponent suppliers might, understandably, be and therefore be in a position to provide an
reluctant to let component users analyze the indemnity against infringement. The sup-
origin of their software. Because of this plier's position will no doubt be, however,
reluctance and the need for reasonable assur- that once the component is deposited into
ance that components in the library are non- the library, there is a potential for open-
infringing, the library may have to accept ended liability to component users and oth-
responsibility and establish proper audit pro- ers. In view of these risks the component
cedures for tracing the origin of the software. supplier is unlikely to provide any significant

The reuse library should diligently search indemnity protection to the library or compo-
for all publicly available information con- nent users without a substantial economic
cerning the ownership of software to be incentive to do so. To the contrary, compo-
deposited into the library, even if the infor- nent suppliers will demand that their liability
mation is not complete. Searches at the be limited. If that potential liability is not
Copyright Office should be done for every limited in some way, it is conceivable that the
component to be placed into the library, risk of liability would be too high for many
These searches may detect liens, encum- contractors to assume, thus inhibiting the
brances and other interests of third parties in practice of reuse and defeating the purpose
the software. When software is transferred of the reuse library.
into the library recordation of the transfer What rights must the library acquire in
under the Copyright Act and under the Pat- software in order to facilitate reuse? It is
ent Act should be considered to avoid the clear that software reuse requires the right to
loss of rights to subsequent transferees who reproduce, modify, enhance and maintain
take interests without notice. software. Some users will need to translate

In addition to or as an alternative to inves- software from one computer language to
tigating the origin of software to be placed in another and to adapt it to operate with differ-
the library, warranty and indemnity provi- ent operating systems or hardware. Some
sions relating to intellectual property rights users may also need the right to reverse
must also be considered. The reuse plan engineer the software and to authorize third
presented by Lieutenant Colonel Morrison persons to exercise the foregoing rights.
includes draft agreements that consider these The patent and copyright laws, however,
provisions." For example, in the agreement operate by conferring exclusive rights on
with the component supplier, there are owners of software. For example, the owner

of a patent has the exclusive right to use or

17. There may be reluctance on the part of component sell the patented invention. The owner of a
suppliers to disclose the necessary details about the copyrighted work has the exclusive right to
origin of their software. Ultimately, however, the make copies of the work, to make derivative
library will have to make a policy decision which works, and to authorize third persons to per-
balances the need for certainty concerning the origin
of the software and the need for maintaining form these acts. Neither Act was designed to
confidential information of the component suppliers, facilitate reuse of software. On the contrary,

18. See Appendix C of these Proceedings. the exclusive rights conferred by the Copy-
right Act and the Patent Act give the owners
of these rights varying measures of control
which necessitate their consent to implement
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software reuse. library. It is questionable whether it will be
The Copyright Act provides an owner of possible to motivate suppliers to transfer all

a copy of a computer program with a limited of their rights in a component to the library.
exemption from infringement to make or to It must be recognized that component suppli-
authorize the making of another copy or ers have legitimate interests which militate
adaptation of a program provided that such against their transferring all of their intellec-
new copy or adaptation is created as essential tual property rights to the library For
step in the use of a computer program in con- instance, suppliers may need to continue to
junction with the machine and that it is used use software transferred to the library and to
in no other manner.' 9 This exemption, which maintain that software. Component suppliers
is conferred by Section 117 of the Act, is may be subject to obligations to third persons
confined to certain limited and defined situa- which will restrict the component supplier's
tions. It is unlikely that this exemption could right to transfer the software. Furthermore,
be extended to allow the kinds of uses to be the transfer of title by the component sup-
made of software needed for reuse without plier to the library will prevent the compo-
the consent of the owner of the program. nent supplier from commercially exploiting
Under Section 117 the person seeking to rely the software. A great deal of thought will
on the exemption must be an owner of a copy have to be given, therefore, to the standard
of the program, rather than a licensee. This terms and conditions and reservations of title
is unlikely to be the situation in most cases. that would apply where title (rather than a
Second, any modification must be performed license) is transferred to the library. It may
as "an essential step in the utilization of the be appropriate to consider assignments of
program in conjunction with a machine." rights for government purposes but not for
The cases which have interpreted the exemp- commercial ones or for other more specific
tion strongly suggest that Section 117 has lim- fields of use.
ited application for facilitating software Licensing software to the library will also
reuse. 20 The "fair use" provisions of the raise many issues. In most cases, the term of
Copyright Act 2' permit certain otherwise the licenses will be perpetual and irrevocable
infringing uses to be made of software, but in order to protect component users who
again, these provisions were not designed have made investments in a particular
with software reuse in mind and are far too module or a particular part of a program
limited to allow any meaningful reuse. being reused. The library will also have to

Given this background, what rights obtain extensive rights to create derivative
should the library seek to acquire from com- works and the right to authorize third per-
ponent suppliers? Lieutenant Colonel sons to create derivative works. The licenses
Morrison has suggested that rights in soft- must also address who will maintain software
ware be conveyed to the library either by a that turns out to be defective. The implica-
transfer of title or through appropriate tions of permitting third parties to have
licenses. access to the software once it is placed into

Consider the first approach suggested in the library must be considered. Once third
Lieutenant Colonel Morrison's concept of parties other than subscribers to the library
operations in which component suppliers obtain access to it, there is a potential for
transfer all of their intellectual property loss of control by the library over the use to
rights in the software component to the which the modules are put and to the

enforcement of intellectual property rights in

19. 17 U.S.C. § 117 the software. This may discourage contrac-
20. CF, Allen-Myland Inc. v. IBM, 746 F.Supp 520 tors from becoming involved in the reuse

(E.D.Pa 1990); Forsight Resources Corp. v. program.
Pfortmiller. 719 F.Supp. 1006 (D.Kan. 1989); Ray
Communications Inc. v. Philip Brothers Inc..
copyright L.R. (CC) 26.263 (S.D.N.Y. 1988).

21. 17 U.S.C. § 107
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LIABILITY FOR component suppliers does not, however, con-

INACCURATE INFORMATION front the problem of liability for the quality

AND DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE ot the information provided by the compo-
nent supplier to the library, even though it is
clear that the concept of operations envisions

Let mec turn now to an issue that is sup- that significant information will be provided
posed to be near and dear to trial lawyers and to the library by the component suppliers.
that is liability issues involved in software This information, which will include informa-
reuse. There are at least two principal forms tion concerning the design and compatibility
of liability which arise from software reuse. of the program, information about data struc-
The first is liability for inaccurate informa- tures, documentation elements, and defi-
tion concerning software that has been pro- ciency reports, will in turn be disseminated to
vided to the library. The second is liability subscribers. It is clear that there is a poten-
for defective software including software that tial product liability risk to the supplier of
is not suited for its intended purpose. information where a known hazard results

from inaccurate information Jeppesen &
Company, for example, has been found liable

Liability for Inaccurate Information in several cases for providing inaccurate or
unsafe instrument approach charts. 23 If these

In addressing the issue of liability for charts, which are information in a material
inaccurate information, I do not profess to form, are considered "products" under liabil-
be able to resolve the myriad of issues that ity law, then data in a computer database,
can arise in these situations here this morn- which is also information albeit in a different
ing. These situations are fact intensive and form, and information provided to a reuse
liability issues will be highly dependent on library by the component supplier could well
particular contract terms and the ways in also be considered a product. If so, product
which the parties allocate risks at the time of liability rules may apply to component suppli-
contracting. There are, however, certain ers. It will also be argued that component
types of situations in which liability can arise: suppliers can be liable in negligence for dam-
(1) liability of component suppliers to the ages suffered by consumers of components in
library and to other subscribers, (2) liability the library.
of the library to subscribers, and (3) liability Because of this potential liability compo-
of subscribers to the library, to other sub- nent suppliers will be reluctant to make soft-
scribers, and to component suppliers, ware available for reuse unless the allocation

of this potential risk is confronted. Agree-
ments between component suppliers, the

Liability of the Component Suppliers library and component users must address
the warranties to be provided by the supplier,

Let us consider, for example, the poten- limitations of liability, and, perhaps most
tial liability of the component supplier to importantly, which parties will be indemni-
both the reuse library and to subscribers of fled with respect to losses suffered by end
the reuse library. In the suggested concept of users.
operations presented by Lieutenant Colonel
Morrison component suppliers will waive all
implied warranties of merchantability and fit- Liability of the Library
ness for a particular purpose. 22 The proposed
agreement between the library and the

23. Aetna Casualty and Surety Company v. Jeppesen &
Company. 642 F.2d 339 (9th Cir. 1981); Saloomey v.

22. See section 2.8 in the draft transfer agreement Jeppesen & Co., 707 F.2d 671 (2nd. Cir. 1983);
(Appendix C). Brocklesby v. United States. 767 F.2d 1288 (9th Cir.

1985)
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The concept of operations will impose made available to potential subscribers.
potential liabilities on the library to compo- Once the library assumes the role of a quality
nent subscribers. There will be a significant assurer of the software, rather than merely a
amount of information in the database of the facilitator of information (such as a lending
library such as information received from library), a higher standard of care with
component developers, consumers and qual- respect to the accuracy of the information
ity assessments prepared by the library itself. may be imposed on the library If the library
At least four types of liability situations can holds itself out as having particular skill and
result if this information is made available to knowledge to perform the quality assessment
component suppliers or users. They include it is much more likely to be held liable for
(1) liability for inaccurate information, (2) errors or omissions in the assessment.
liability for incomplete information, (3) lia- It is even possible that component consu-
bility for failing to disseminate critical or mers will be held liable for information they
important information, and (4) liability for provide to the library. Conceivably, sub-
releasing proprietary information, scribers will be compensated for information

Because of the potential liabilities of the provided to the library concerning the soft-
library, consideration should be given to the ware they use. Such information could be
desir of the reuse library data base. It is relied upon by the library and by other sub-
quite clear that a data base provider must scribers. In this situation, a component con-
take reasonable skill and care in compiling, sumer who does not even use a component
entering, retrieving and verifying information may be liable - not because the component
that it makes available to subscribers. 2 4 It is turns out to be deficient, but because the con-
unclear, however, the standard of care to sumer has provided inaccurate information
which the library will be held. about the component which causes damage

Generally, an information provider will be to an"" . nd itser.
held to a standard of reasonable care. The
precise steps which the library must tal. to
insulate itself from liability cannot be pre- Liability for Defective
cisely articulated. Ordinarily, a -nyriad of or Unsuitable Software
factors are taken into account in determining
what the standard of care is in any particular We can only guess when the first action
situation. The type of information made will be commenced alleging liability for
available, the importance of the information, defective or unsuitable software in a reuse sit-
the uses to which the information can be put, uation. The various theories of liability dis-
the practicality of providing error-free infor- cussed above underscore the importance of
mation, who has compiled the information, allocating, in advance, the risks of this liabil-
and the common practices among suppliers ity. The concept of operations must address
are all important considerations. One New these risks and the allocation of these risks
York case recently suggested that the failure must be dealt with in contracts with all par-
to incorporate features into a system made ties involved. If these issues are not con-
possible by new technological developments fronted directly, there will be significant
also constitutes negligence. 25  problems of open-ended liability which will

The library must be particularly careful result in component suppliers refusing to par-
with quality assessment information that is ticipate in the library. It is thus essential that

these issues be well thought through.

24. CF. Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Swarens. 447 S.W. 2d
53 (Ky. Ct. App. 1969); State Farm Mutual Auto
Insurance Co. v. Bochorst, 453 F.2d 533 (10th. Cir.
1972); Pompeii Estates Inc. v. Consolidated Edison ENFORCEMENT ISSUES
Co., 397 N.Y.S.2d 577 (N.Y. City Civ. Ct. 1977)

25. Swiss Air Transport Co. v. Benn. 467 N.Y.S. 2d 341 The concept of operations raises signifi-
(N.Y. CityCiv. Ct. 1983) cant enforcement issues. For example, the

suggested component license contemplates
that components be used for only a single
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purpose and for no others. The uses to QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE
which they are put by the end user will be dif-
ficult to enforce, however. Suppose there are Differences Between U. S. and Canadian
trade secrets in a particular component.

Let us further suppose, that some trade Intellectual Property Law
secrets will continue to exist in the software Jack Kramer, DARPA: You talked about
even once the software is deposited into the J ak Krar btwen a nada
library. How will the component supplier establishing a reuse library between Canada
enforce its trade secret rights against a coin- and the U.S. Are there significant differ-
ponent user who has had access to the coin- ences between the intellectual property laws
ponent supplier's software, including the in Canada and the U.S.? Does this create a
underlying algorithms, methodologies, and problem?
design, and who then uses this informationon a non-government contract? Consider Barry Sookman: There are some differencesfurther the situation proposed by Lieutenant between Canadian and United States intellec-Colonel Morrison of a user who retrieves a tual property laws. Overall, however, therecomponent but declares his intention not to are more similarities in our respective lawsthan there are differences. Canada does notuse it. It is not very clear what, in this con- have legislation governing trade secrets, buttext the words "not use" means, but it is pos- trade secrets are protected under the cor-
sible to envisage enforcement difficulties. A tr a w. nde r C tdian th co rn-
potential component consumer could "bor- mon law. Under Canadian law, computerrow" a component from the library, study the programs have been protected as tradedesign, and learn the methodologies and secrets. In 1988 Canada followed the
algorithms employed. This consumer could United States and amended its Copyright Act
then return the components to the library and to expressly protect computer programs as
declare its intention not to use the compo- literary works. Canadian case law has nownent. Will component suppliers feel com- firmly established that the source and objectfortable with this situation if the royalties codes of computer programs are protected bythey are paid are based on a declared use of copyright, regardless of the material form inthey softare? which they are expressed or embodied. 27
the software?

26. CF. Lake Mechanical Services v. CrandallCONCLUSION Mechanical Systems Inc. (1985, 31 B.L.R. 112(B.C.S.C.), Ticketnet Corp. v. Air Canada (1987),
21 C.P.C. (2d) 39 (Ont. H.C.); Mortil v.The establishment of a reuse library along International Phasor Telecom Ltd. (1988), 23 B.C.(2d) 354 (B.C.Co. Ct.); Godin v. Gary Abrahamthe lines proposed by Lieutenant Colonel Business Consultants Inc. (1986), 2 Q.A.C. 3176

Morrison will require thinking through a myr- (Oue. C.A.); Spacefile Ltd. v. Smart Computingiad of intellectual property and liability Systems Ltd. (1983), 75 C.P.R. (2d) 291 (Ont. H.C.);Marque d'Or v. Claymann (1988), 21 C.P.R. (3d) 490issues. This paper has only briefly touched (Que. S.C.); Positron Inc. v. Desroches. 11989)on a few of these issues. They deserve to be R.J.Q. 1636 (C.S. Que.)
dealt with in much more depth. 27. CF, Apple Computer Inc. v. Mackintosh Computers

Ltd., (1986) 28 D.L.R. (4th) 178 (Fed T.D.), varied
(1987), 44 D.L.R. (4th) 74 (Fed. C.A.), affirmed
11990] 2 S.C.R. 209 (S.C.C.); Spacefile Ltd. v. Smart
Computing Systems Ltd. (1983), 75 C.P.R. (2d) 281
(Ont. H.C.); F&I Retail Systems Ltd. v. Thermo-
Guard Automotive Products Can. Ltd. (1984), 1
C.P.R. (3d) 297 (Ont. H.C.); La Societe
d'Informatiques R.D.G. Inc. v. Dynabec Ltee(1984), 5 C.P.R. (3d) 299 (Que. S.C.); Canavest
House Ltd. v. Lett, (1984), 4 C.I.P.R. 103 (Ont.
H.C.); Gemologists International Inc. v. Gem Scan
International Inc. (1986), 7 C.I.P.R. 255 (Ont.
H.C.); Selection Testing Consultant- International
Ltd. v. Humanex International Inc. (1987), 13
C.I.P.R. 27 (Fed. T.D.); Computer Workshops Ltd.
v. Banner Capital Market Brokers (1988). 64 O.R.
(2d) 266 (Ont. H.C.); Perry Engineering Ltd. v.
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Under the Canadian Act the owner of a
copyright in a computer program has the
exclusive right, among others, to reproduce
the software. There is no specific right to
create derivative works, but the creation of
derivative works almost always involves a
reproduction of a substantial part of the
underlying work and so effectively, there is
no difference. Canadian intellectual property
laws permit assignments, partial assignments
and licenses of copyrights and patents.
Therefore, there should not be major difficul-
ties in structuring agreements to accomplish
mutually agreed to objectives.

Farrage (1989), 26 C.O.P.R. 89 (B.C.S.C.);
Orbritron Software Design Corp. v. M.I.C.R.
Systems Ltd. (1989), 48 B.L.R. 147 (B.C.S.C.);
Marquis v. DKL Technologies Inc. (1989), 24
C.I.P.R. 289 (C.S. Que.); Positron Inc. v. Albert
Desroches, 119881 R.J. 0. 1636 (C.S. Que.)
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PANEL DISCUSSION



LEGAL ISSUES IN SOFTWARE REUSE

Panel Members:
James Baldo, Jr., Institute for Defense Analyses (Chair)
Charles Lillie, SAIC
Charles McNally, Westinghouse
Will Tracz, IBM
Bonnie Dancy, EVB

Editor's Note: This presents the more significant claimed that the U.S. Patent and Trademark
parts of the panel discussion. The purpose of the Office seems to be willing to issue virtually
panel discussion was to elicit a spectrum of opinions
on such issues as software patents, copyrights, pro- any software patent presented to it, that it
tection of user and component interfaces, govern- lacks the facilities to search out prior art in
ment data rights and procurement regulations, and the field, and that the personnel available are
reverse engineering of software. The original tran- so limited that the Patent and Trademark
script has been substantially editid for syntax and Office is prevented from effectively examing
coherence, and in some cases the order of remarks
that were made has been slightly rearranged to patent applications. Patent applications stay
smooth the flow of the discussion. Footnotes have on file in the Patent and Trademark Office in
been added that cite specific cases and publications secret for an average of about three years
and that explain in more detail some key legal and before they are issued and published.
technical terms and issues in law (such as specific bese my tre ives nd eable
sections of the copyright statute) that are mentioned. Businesses may therefore invest considerable
A few unidentified participants in the discussion are resources to develop and establish a product
identified as "Speaker A, "etc. -C. W. that suddenly becomes infringing when a pat-

ent springs into existence. The U.S. patent
system, unlike those of many other coun-

SOFTWARE PATENTS tries, provides a more or less absolute
monopoly for the patent holder. A patent
holder can charge as high a price for a license

Jim Baldo, Institute for Defense Analy- as it chooses and can refuse licensing alto-
ses: Many concerns have been expressed gether. Yet, algorithms, just as much as any
recently by the computer industry about soft- other advances, are deserving of the incen-
ware patents. Articles have appeared in the tives and rewards of the patent system. The
New York Times' and in technical maga- question that I pose to the panel and to this
zines, 2 and a forum was held at the Mas- workshop is: "How does the software indus-
sachusetts Institute of Technology in the try view software patents?"
spring of 1989 entitled Software Patents: A Chuck McNally, Westinghouse: Westing-
Horrible Mistake. Programmers fear that house is a heavy industry and has always been
patents will be granted that monopolize the very concerned with patents-that's where
basic concepts that are involved in user inter- we make a lot of our money. The software
faces or the algorithms that programmers patent exposure is relatively new to us, but
need to write effective software. It has been our patent attorneys view software patents as

a potential bombshell with respect to cutting

1. Fisher, Software Industry in Uproar Over at Recent down incentives for the development of soft-
Rush of Patents, New York Times, May 12, 1989, Al. ware technology. This is mainly because

2. See, e.g., The League of Programming Freedom, there are no clear criteria for discriminating
Software Patents: Is This the Future of Programming? between software that is patentable and soft-
Dn, Doss's JOURNAL. October, 1990, 56. ware that is not. There is simply not enough

of a record of court decisions yet-there are
perhaps 15 or 20 court decisions on software
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patents.3  involved with third and fourth parties. It's
Ever since the Supreme Court case where going to be great. It's not so great for corpo-
software was used in the process of vulcaniz- rations, and especially small companies-
ing rubber,4 the Patent and Trademark Office they can't afford it, given today's legal fees.
has said: "Okay, software is now patentable, Bonnie Dancy, EVB: My only exposure
it's fair game." Frankly we at Westinghouse has been to the article in Dr. Dobb's Jour-
are scared to death of it. Perhaps not quite ial,5 and frankly as a small business we are
scared, but definitely worried about what very worried.
software patents will do to the inventiveness Barry Sookman, McCarthy and Tetrault:
that is involved in software. Small businesses The question we are dealing with here is a
can't afford th- legal fees that go along with very basic one: What rights should inventors
patents-for patent applications, enforcing of technology have in their inventions? If you
one's patents when necessary, and defending look at the history of protection of software
against patent infringement lawsuits filed by in the United States, there were many cases
others. Even for large businesses, patents in the early part of the 1980s where it was
for software can become a legal nightmare, argued that computer programs should not
because these companies can make huge be protected by copyright, in part because it
investments, many millions of dollars to pro- would give too great a monopoly to computer
duce products based on software and all of a programmers. Another argument that was
sudden something can come out of the blue made at that time against software being pro-
that is a patent infringement. We at Westing- tected by copyright, however, was that the
house have a real concern about this. patent system was a more appropriate system

Chuck Lillie, SAIC: My concern would be for the protection of software. According to
how to protect the person who has invested this argument, software is primarily con-
money in building software from scratch. I cerned with algorithms and processes that
certainly see that having software patents is are implemented, these are ideas that are
going to stifle creativity at some point, but if applied in a certain way in a technological
someone is investing money in building a device, and that this was therefore a proper
product, there has to be some protection that subject matter for patent protection. The
allows him or her to get a return on that patent system had safeguards-a way of
investment, assessing prior art, a higher standard for giv-

McNally: Most of my lawyer friends are ing protection, and a shorter term of protec-
rubbing their hands with glee, because they tion than copyright. The fundamental issue
see a great deal of litigation that is going to for copyright protection of software from the
arise here with all the complications th,.t are developer's perspective that is now being

confronted in the courts is just how far sec-

3. The patent cases McNally is referring to tion 102(b) of the U.S. Copyright Act will
primarily in the 1970s, and all were litigation between extend. That is the section that exempts
patent applicants whose applications were rejected from copyright protection processes, ideas,
by the Patent and Trademark Office. With the 1981 and methods.
Supreme Court decision, the Patent and Trademark
Office dropped its long-standing opposition to
software patents and drastically changed its policies. Editor's Note: Section 102(b) defines legisla-
Because after the 1981 decision software inventions tively the "idea-expression" dichotomy of copy-
were rarely rejected because of a software right law, in which the expression of an idea is pro-
patentability issue, litigation largely stopped. In the tected, but the underlying idea is not. This section
years since that decision the PTO policy has become states that "In no case does copyright protection
in the view of some considerably more liberal than for an original work of authorship extend to any
the Supreme Court decisions would have reasonably foran or wrof authri etd o
mandated. This is potentially unstable because there idea, procedure, process, system, method of
could be a new round of lawsuits concerning operation, concept, principle, or discovery,
patentability, this time patent infringement lawsuits in regardless of the form in which it is described,
which defendants with substantial resources may
argue strongly against certain forms of software
patentability. 5. Seenote2,supra.

4. Diamondv. Diehr. 450 U.S. 173(1981).
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explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work." annual workshop and have been talking
The Congressional Committee report accom- about proposals to give microcode some

panying this change to the copyright law6 states:
"Some concern has been expressed lest copyright quasi-patent protection-above copyright
in computer programs should extend protection to protection-but not seventeen years, more
the methodology or processes adopted by the pro- like five to seven years protection. This is in
grammer, rather than merely to the 'writing' response to the finding that microcode has
expressing his [or her] ideas. Section 102(b) is been officially deemed to be software. I
intended, among other things, to make clear that
the expression adopted by the programmer is the would be interested in knowing whether there

copyrightable element in a computer program, and is a serious movement afoot, or even discus-
that the actual processes or methods embodied in sion of creating a separate category of intel-
the program are not within the scope of the copy- lectual property rights particularly tailored
right law." toward software.

Sookman: If certain aspects of a program Editor's Note: The creation of a special, or sui

should not be protected by copyright, then generis, form of protection began to be seriously
the most natural regime to protect it would be raised in the mid-1980s, with several law review
the patent system, which has the safeguards I articles discussing the idea at length. Pamela
just mentioned. It is certainly true that in the Samuelson, for example, has argued for such a law

1960s and 70s the Patent and Trademark based on what she sees as the success of a special
Office was opposed to software patents, and law protecting semiconductor chips passed in

1984", as well as her view that copyright ought not
if you look at the litigation you'll see that over to protect utilitarian entities, and, particularly,
and over again, in the early years, the PTO object code that does not contain human-readable

refused to issue patents for software. Fre- information.
10

quently, the PTO was overturned when the Leo Raskind, discussing the same issue, argues
that it is unclear whether a sui generis approach is

case went up to the Court of Customs and needed or whether the issues can be effectively
Patent Appeals, and finally the Supreme resolved by incremental changes within the current
Court dealt with it in a series of decisions.7  structure.ri

There is, however, at this stage, no sui gen- Richard Stern, in a third article, proposes a
system that protects "noncode aspects of soft-

eriss protection for computer programs- ware" that would be somewhere between copyright
protection outside of the existing intellectual and patents in terms of the originality required for
property laws. The United States could lead protection and rights granted.'-

the way by developing a separate scheme for There appears, however, to be no major move-
ment to create a sui generis law at the present time.protection of computer software, and then In a survey of members of the Computer Software

lobby for an international treaty that would Committee of the American Intellectual Property
give protection not only in the United States Law Association, members were asked whether

but in other countries of the world. But they favored a sui generis system, or would prefer
unless and until the U.S. does that, from a to continue with the present copyright and patent

system for protecting computer software. Only
pragmatic point of view we have to rely on about 20% favored a sui generis approach. Some
the current patent system. I would think it others suggested that a sui generis system might
would take fairly strong reasons for an excep- eventually be desirable if the scope of copyright
tion to be made for software-related patents. protection continues to be extended by the

Will Tracz, IBM: I was involved in the courts. 13

A sui generis law does not necessarily imply a
Intel-NEC microcode court case and am the completely new conceptual framework-one
Chairman of the Association for Computing
Machinery Special Interest Group in 9. Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984. P.L. 98-620,

Microprogramming. We have a forum at our 17 U.S.C. §901-914(1988).

10. Samuelson. Creating a New Kind of Intellectual Property:
Applying the Lessons of the Chip Law to Computer Programs.

6. HR. Rep. No. 94-1476,94th Congr. 50 MINN. L. REV. 471 (1985).

7. Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 64 (1972). Parker v. 11. Raskind, The Uncertain Case for Special Legislation

Flook, 437 U.S. 584 (1978). Diamond v. Diehr. 450 Protecting Computer Software, 47 U. PrIr. L. REV. 1131
U.S. 173 (1981). (1986).

12. Stern. The Bundle of Rights Suited to New Technology, 47 U.
8. Sus geners means: "Of its own kind or class. i.e., the P L. REV. 1229(1986).

only one of its own kind; peculiar." BLAcK's 13. Samuelson, Survey on the PatentiCopyright Interface for
DICTIONARY 1234 (6th ed. 1990) (emphasis in Comuer Programs Ahe 2e6(h9n9).
original). Computer Programs, 17 AIPIA Q.1. 256 (1989).
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motivation may simply be to change some aspect of to learn to use and how efficiently users can
the law that might be written into international utilize the programs. They are therefore sig-
treaties providing reciprocal recognition of copy-
rights internationally The new semiconductor pro- nificant factors in commercial success for
tection law used a sui generis approach that computer software. Should the law protect
allowed it, for example, to have a 10-year term of screen displays and other aspects of user
protection rather than the much longer term used interfaces from imitation by competitors? If
in copyright law, but is otherwise not very different so, what is the best mechanism to do this?
from the copyright law. The sui generis question is
also discussed in a recent National Research Sookman: In many cases in the United

Council report. 14  States the courts have held that in principle
the interface of a program is protected by

Baldo: I will finish up the discussion of copyright. 16 Many of the early cases were
software patents by relaying some sugges- decided in real piracy situations and so the
tions that have been made that could improve courts were constrained to do everything they
the current patent system. Some people sug- could to protect something that looks like a
gest, for example, reducing the current life of sufficient amount of labor had gone into
patents from 17 years to a shorter period, creating. Unfortunately, the implications for
The patent lifetime could also begin at the copyright law were that in the much tougher
date of application, rather than the date of cases that came along later, those principles
isstuc, since some patents spend so much established in the earlier cases have been
time in the application process that their life applied. In my view, interfaces are better
nearly doubles.' 5 Requiring the mandatory regarded not as fanciful devices for users to
licensing of patents is another idea, while still look at, but as functional devices designed to
another is to restrict the rights of patent hold- do something, which is something that copy-
ers that are not making use of the patent. right has traditionally not protected. If you
One of the worst abuses of the patent system ask what types of protection you could have
is the establishment of companies that buy gotten for machines designed 30 or 40 years
patents and then seek license fees from other ago to do the same things that software is
companies. doing today, you might easily conclude that

the levers you would have pulled and buttons
that you would have pressed would not be

PROTECTION FOR things that you could copyright. If you had a
USER INTERFACES AND particularly inventive system you could per-

COMPONENT INTERFACES haps get a patent for it, but not a copyright.
One recent case, for instance, involved a

Baldo: Most large DoD systems that computer program that printed cards, and

involve software also require user interfaces, the interface was held protected by copy-

User interfaces for computer programs are right. I can't help thinking that if that case

often significant in determining how easy it is had come up 40 years ago, and someone had
had a manual printing press method with a
nice interface for controlling it, that they

14. COMPUTER SCIENCE AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS BOARD, never would have gotten copyright protection
INTELzEcruAL PROPERTY Issues fN som'r . for that interface. Viewing interfaces in the
Washington. DC: National Academy Press, 1991.

15. An example of a patent that took a long time in the way the courts do today results in extending
application process is one issued in July, 1990 to an awful lot of protection, both duration of
Gilbert Hyatt covering the invention of the protection and scope, to people who spend
microprocessor (Single chip integrated circuit
computer architecture. U.S. Patent 4.942,516.). The money developing such interfaces. While I
inventor's first application was in 1970. However, in think that such interfaces should be pro-
Hyatt's case. even if his patent is successfully tected, I think they should be protected by
defended he will get royalties only for seventeen years
after the patent was issued, since he was not involved
in the commercial development of the
microprocessor and has as yet received no royalties. 16. For a discussion of these cases see Samuelson. Why
Some developers can keep their invention a trade the Look and Feel of Interfaces Should Not be Protected
secret while in the application stage. thus effectively by Copynglii Law, 32 COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM
lengthening the life of the patent. 563 (May. 1989).
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patents and not by copyright. Unless a case Dancy: We would be protected under
gets to the Supreme Court, however, it is copyright law, although I do not know to what
going to be very difficult to overturn the very degree copyright protection would extend if a
many Circuit Court of Appeals decisions that competitor chose to produce, say, a C++ ver-
already exist on this subject. Barring such a sion of our Ada packages. I guess I would
Supreme Court case, or legislative changes have to go to our attorney and seek to have
enacted by Congress, I don't think the issue our license prohibit someone else from bene-
is whether interfaces should be protected- filing from the work we have already done.
the, already are. The issue is the scope of Tracz: I would like to make what I think
that protection-what sorts of things are pro- to be a relevant analogy to hardware. If Brad
tected and what sorts of things are not-and Cox were here he would be talking about
if you are a competitor, how do you design a software ICs-that the analogy to an AND
compatible interface so as not to run afoul of gate or an OR gate or a multiplexor chip or a
existing case law? shift counter or similar types of off-the-shelf

Tracz: Are you speaking mostly about hardware components could be extended to
graphical user interfaces, rather than the software. Implementing a software compo-
internal software building block interfaces nent in Ada rather than C++ is analogous to
that are used in libraries that maintain reus- implementing hardware in TTL logic rather
able components? than CMOS or Schottky or some other tech-

Sookman: Yes. I had in mind graphical nology. Is there case law that has looked at
user interfaces. There would be a similar this interface issue in terms of possible
type of analysis for determining whether expression-idea merger18 associated with
copyright protected other types of interfaces, these internal interfaces? We know from the
And to date, there hasn't been as much case Intel-NEC case that in some situations of
law on that. alleged infringement where a sequence of

Tracz: Given the creativity that goes into only 6 or 8 instructions were involved these
making a user interface, I believe that it is particular instructions were obviously the
reasonable to protect it with copyright law only way to do it.
like other textual representations. My con-
cern is whether that protection will spill over Sookman: The Intel-NEC case probably
to command sets or to internal interfaces, did about as an exhaustive analysis of the
For example, if EVB17 has a subroutine topic as any other case. If you look at the
library-a package library in Ada-are the cases that have examined this idea-expres-
interfaces to those Ada bodies afforded sion dichotomy in the context of the merger
copyright protection? Is there anything that doctrine, you'll find that it hasn't been a very
prevents some other company from market- successful defense. The test has been to look
ing a competitive set of plug-compatible Ada at whether there are other ways of designing a
package specifications? The competitors component or programming it. If the judge
might simply copy the package specifications, or a clever trial attorney can demonstrate
so the interface would be the same, but the that there are other ways of achieving the
actual implementation of the packages would same function, then the merger defense
be different or even have extended capabili- won't succeed. The trick in some of these
ties. I would like to ask our colleague here cases is not to argue it on the merger doc-
from EVB to comment on how they would trine, but to argue the notion that the
feel if suddenly someone marketed either
another Ada package or perhaps a C++ .or 18. Idea-expression merger is based on the notion that
Modula-2 or Modula-3 package of the equiva- copyright law protects only the expression of an idea.
lent Ada components that EVB markets? not the idea itself. If there is only one way to express

an idea, the idea and expression are said to have
merged, and copying would not in this case
constitute infringement. See, e.g.. Herbert Rosenthal
Jewelry Corp. v. Kalpakian, 446 F.2d 738 (9th Cir.

17. EVB Software Engineering. Inc. is a commercial 1971).
developer and distributor of reusable software
components.
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interface is an uncopyrightable process or Kramer: I can understand at a low level
idea, and that analysis was done by Judge why somebody like EVB would like to pro-
Keeton in the Lotus case.' 9 It didn't do tect the interfaces as well as the components
Paperback any good, unfortunately, but I themselves, but suppose I begin to build soft-
think that the Lotus case may now be the ware that is derived from these components.
threshold for analyzing these types of issues. In that case, it would be desirable to have
This case is better than the Whelan case, 20  alternate implementations. I am not sure that
which applied an incorrect method of distin- I like the idea that the first person who hap-
guishing between idea and expression in the pens to come up with an interface owns the
computer context. rights to it. In a reuse library, many people

Tracz: The issue of copyright for an inter- may build software around that interface,
face is significant for reuse because if inter- even build entire applications around it. All
faces were not copyrighted it could provide a of this would be dependent on that particular
way to avoid the risk of patent or copyright interface. It would be better for other people
infringement-including the possibility of a to put packages in the reuse library that are
court injunction-resulting from attempts to competitive and evolvable and alternate
use a government repository. The repository implementations. For these reasons, I tend
could say: "If we can't authenticate the to back away from thinking that the inter-
lineage of this software, we will fund inde- faces should be protected.
pendent development based on this consis- Dancy: In the past, we have licensed our
tent interface and then we will know that will components to industry and to contractors
have no infringement problems." and we have had no difficulty with regard to

Jack Kramer, DARPA: Isn't it true that derivative rights, but that is going to be a dif-
the European Economic Community is going ferent issue when it comes to a library situa-
the other way? I think they have come out tion. We know that we are going to enter into
and said that interfaces are not to be pro- a growing competitive market. And we want
tected for many of the reasons that you to be in that market, and we know that we
raised. The U.S. position has been I believe will be in essence competing with our own
at least so far to disagree with the European products, downstream. We want the protec-
position. tion that is due us, in the copyright law, but

Tracz: Right, there was an article in we don't seek to foreclose anyone else from
IEEE Spectrum that summarized the exact going into the same area.
argument that we are going through here. 2

1 Jesse Abzug, IBM: It is important to real-
ize, though, that were it not for copyright law

19. Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software protection, those EVB interfaces may never
International. Case No. 87-76-K, U.S. District have been created in the first place.
Court, Massachusetts. 11 COMPUTER LAW Kramer: In order for software reuse to
REPORTER, 839 (1990), 15 U.S.P.Q., 2d. 1577 (D. become a standard way of doing business,
Mass. 1990). In this case, Paperback Software,
developer of a clone of the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet you have to get general agreement on what
program, was sued by Lotus for copyright the architecture is. Unfortunately, the inter-
infringement based on the similarity of the Paperback faces between components really define the
user interface to that of the Lotus product. The
District Court held that there was in fact architecture, or an awful lot of it, and I guess
infringement. See Samuelson, Why the Look and Feel I tend to lean against protecting the inter-
of Software User Interfaces Should not be Protected by faces. I agree with what you are saying and
Copyright Law 32 COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 563
(1989), and Samuelson, How to Interpret the Lotus that's why I said at one level of granularity of
Decision (and How Not to), 33 COMMUNICATIONS OF components, I think that protecting inter-
THE ACM 27 (1990). faces is a good idea. But when I think of the

20. Whelan Associates, Inc. v. Jaslow Dental
Laboratory, 797 F.2d 1222 (3rd Cir 1986). higher levels of abstraction that you'd like to

21. Chen and Zorpette, Microelectronics and Computers move to, I get very concerned because I think
27 IEEE SPECTRUM 32, June, 1990. The Spectrum that protecting interfaces at this higher level
article refers to a draft European Community of abstraction becomes a detriment to creat-
directive that "would allow computer makers to
copyright the coding-but not the ideas, logic, or ing a marketplace. It would be desirable for
algorithm-to interface the operating system with the users to be able to use alternately the Booch
hardware." The directive would also "ban reverse parts and the Grace parts22 in one particular
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application and still have the same interface, to occur if we are going to create a reuse
Tracz: Right, and let the markets drive industry and I think in order to make that

the approach, the quality factors, the intang- happen, the government is going to have to
ibles, the performance attributes. There are allow industry to maintain rights to the intel-
still many dimensions that could be lectual property that they have created.
addressed that would distinguish the imple- McNally: I agree with that. One of the big
mentation of components from the interface, problems is industry's tendency to identify its

proprietary rights by designating it as limited
rights when it delivers software to the govern-

GOVERNMENT DATA ment, and third parties that are not govern-

RIGHTS AND ment contractors are precluded from getting

PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS that data. If we are going to have a reuse
library that's going to be effective, we should
have a level in that library where the develop-

Baldo: Government procurement regula- ment of derivative software by third parties
tions are different from other systems for does not require any passage of royalties or
allocating intellectual property rights and incentives back to the contractor that devel-
responsibilities in that they are written by the oped the original software. Otherwise you
consumer. As a result, some of the procure- will have an administrative nightmare-you'd
inent regulations have seemed unbalanced in have a developer and then the first derivative,
favor of the government as contrasted with the second derivative, and the third deriva-
more traditional areas of intellectual prop- tive, and you wouldn't know where you were,
erty law which tend to favor the creators of in this line of regression. One of the recom-
works. Emphasizing the need to provide mendations that came out of the JIAWG
incentives for creative, -ki6' -a people to committee was that maybe after the second
motivate them to contiaue o produce items derivative contractor any reimbursement to
that would benefit so ie' ihe software indus- the developer would stop. Beyond the sec-
try has claimed that broad claims of rights by ond derivative, the administrative cost would
the government inhibit their ability to com- be likely to exceed the remuneration to the
mercialize soitware technology and thereby developer. As far as government infringe-
recoup their investment. For example, ment on the proprietary rights of the software
industry is frequently concerned that if they developed by contractors, that depends very
permit the government to have access to much on the particular agency involved. We
valuable source code and other technical deal with many parts of the Air Force, and
data containing proprietary information, this some treat this proprietary information very
material may end up in the hands of their well and some do not. It's the same with the
competitors. What impact is this effect hav- Army, the Navy, and others. In general, I
ing on planning for software reuse by U.S. don't think that the government regulations
industries? are too restrictive, but I do think that they

Lillie: Reuse can be addressed from two are too confusing. There is a good set of
perspectives: internal reuse and external FAR regulations, but a lousy set of DFARS
reuse. Internal reuse, in which the company regulations, 23 that no one understands,
reuses components internally, we can all including the government. We would be a lot
agree is happening today and there are no better off if we did away with about 90% of
major problems regarding intellectual prop-
erty rights. External reuse, though, will have

23. "FARS" refers to the Federal Acquisition

Regulations, which is part of the Code of Federal
engineering" of programs. Regulations that applies to contracts with government

22. These are competing libraries of reusable software agencies generally. "DFARS" refers to the Defense
components. The ooch components were Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement, which
developed by Grady Booch; the Grace components are analogous to the FAR regulations but whichare sold by EV B. apply only to the Department of Defense.
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the DFARS. 4  the government regulations have to say about
Tracz: I once wrote a microcode transla- this approach.

tor to be delivered under a governmeit con- McNally: The government loses a lot of
tract, and there was some concern that I had material that is developed but not specified as
used a translator writing system, YACC.25  a deliverable item in the contract. They just
The problem was that I was not delivering the never ask for it.
tool that one uses to generate the actual Kramer: I think it is a very intriguing idea
translator and therefore there was a question that the government gets rights to the tools
about whether the government could main- that we use to produce our systems. There
tain the compiler that I had written. As it was a great push several years ago for the
turned out, I did not have to deliver the tool government to do that. On the other hand, if
to generate the software, but resolving this I am a commercial company and I have built
issue in general would seem to be significant. a good tool-say an application generator-
Applications generators 26 are a particularly there is no way I'm going to bid that tool on a
interesting approach to reuse. It may make government contract if I am going to lose the
good economic sense for a developer to tool. Another twist to that is if I have a prod-
invest in application generator technology uct, I might like to use some government
This allows you to characterize an applica- money, to adapt it to a new application. If
tion domain, create the necessary parame- the government expects me to turn over the
ters, and automatically generate a program- whole product to them, I won't go that route.
like stamping out cookies with a cookie If the entire product was developed under
cutter-and then deliver the representative government money I think it is reasonable for
system to the government. This seems to me the government to get rights to it. But the
to be a very attractive way of maintaining contracting data rights regulations have to
intellectual property rights over your reuse address this issue of mixed investment
technology, because you've just delivered an between the government and the contractor
instance of the system rather than delivering and we need to protect and encourage invest-
reusable components. All the reuse technol- ment by the contracting community in tools
ogy, your generic architecture and what have to support the development and maintenance
you, is kept in-house as a tool that you main- of software.
tain control of. What I don't know is what Speaker A: I am inclined to agree with

Jack Kramer, but the problem that I have is

24. This is in part happening, at least for software. that if a tool has been built with government
Under proposed regulations, the DFARS rules for money, it should be usable. As an example,
software and technical data will be eliminated and in the SIMTEL 20 repository a Fortran to
replaced by a modified set of FAR rules that will Ada converter that was built with public
apply to both civilian and defense agencies. See
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR); Rights in money is unusable. The reason it is unusable
Technical Data, Advanced Notice of Proposed is that there is an essential database that is a
Rulemaking. FEDERAL REGISTER, October 15, 1990, part of that tool that was not delivered.
41788. 41788.Where do we draw the line? Do we deliver

25. A translator writing system, or "compiler compiler", is
a computer program that, given a set of rules that everything that helps to make this tool
define the syntax and semantics of a programming usable, just part of it, or what? What was the
language, produces as its output a compiler for that
language. It is an example of an application purpose of having this tool built to begin
generator (see next footnote). YACC stands for Yet with?
Another Compiler Compiler, a utility that is used Kramer: In that case, the government did
with the Unix' operating system. itself in. It is probably one of those situa-

26. An application generator is a computer program that
has considerable knowledge about a relatively narrow tions where the government didn't go back
application domain and that can, given a set of rules and get all the rights and data that they
and parameters, generate a program that solves a should have that was clearly developed as
particular problem in that domain. Application
generators are frequently used to create financial part of that particular activity. The situation
applications such as accounting programs. that I was talking about is where a contractor

has invested their own funds-maybe they
weren't even a government contractor origi-
nally. Let's consider that same situation.
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Assume that they had developed that data- look askance and say, "well, you've already
base and were using it for whatever other pur- lost your rights." Be aware that you must
poses that they had. Now they win a govern- mark everything that is proprietary.
ment contract. I think the government, in
negotiating for the product, needs to open up
its eyes and see whether there is a necessary REVERSE ENGINEERING
proprietary piece of information that is not OF SOFTWARE
going to get delivered. We should protect the
contractor's right to retain its rights to that Baldo: An important issue is the extent to
proprietary thing, but also buy rights to the which programmers are allowed to "reverse
database so that we end up with a useful tool. engineer" software, for example, by decom-

Speaker A: I think the case here was that piling or disassembling it. A programmer
the contractor wanted to make a product out piling on aisasemnt pro grammer
of this tool, so they held back that database. working on a government project might buy aI think the government should have said, "we copy of a commercial program in a computer

hi t ioern sh d h store, decompile it, and use the techniques
bought it, it is ours." from the program in developing software for

Baldo: Suppose that a government con- the government. In this case, the commer-
tractor developed software at private cial program would usually come with a
expense, and reused this software in a system so-called "shrink-wrap license," in which by
that was later delivered to the government the act of opening the software package,
under a development contract. Suppose fur- hich is wrapped in plastic, the user is sup-
ther that another party used the Freedom of w
Information Act to gain access to that soft- posedly agreeing to the terms of the license,Infomaton At t gai acess o tat sft- which generally prohibits reverse engineer-

ware. Can that third party make use of that igS e of hifit qestinere
software, even use it in a product? ing. Some of the significant questions here

sota,: Ifthiwasdevenei product priare: Is this sort of shrink-wrap license actu-
McNally: If this was developed at private ally valid? What kind of reverse engineering

expense, it was represented to the govern- is legal under copyright law, which would
ment as being proprietary, and the govern- determine the user's rights if the license was

ment treated it under its data rights provision not valid?

under DFARS, then the government erred in noa I n y h

letting it go out and it's not subject to the snkwap Icene will b e ld r
Freeom o Inormaion ct.shrink wrap license will be valid or not.

Feke of Inaold a. me tThere are a couple of cases that have actually

original developer would have copyrighted addressed that issue. There is a Canadian
case decided by an obscure securities judge

his [or her] efforts and that only the modifica- in Alberta that held in a particuar instance
tions would be delivered with unrestricted that a shrink wrap license was not valid. 27 I
rights to the government. The company think what is important to know is the way in
should have protected their rights when they which the shrink wrap license is brought to
delivered the software to the government, the attention of the user at the time of licens-
clearly distinguishing between what was pro- ing. There is a series of patent cases in both
prietary and what portion of the derivative our countries that have addressed the issues
work the government owned. raised when a patent holder has tried to

McNally: We have many, many govern- restrict the ways in which a product is used.
nient contracts where we have submitted data The general law is that a patent holder cannot
with proprietary rights. So far, we have had restrict the way in which a product can be
no problem with dissemination of that data to used once it is lawfully put on the market,
third parties outside of the government. Now unless notice of those restrictions is brought
the government can give it to government to the attention of the buyer at the time of
contractors and government employees to
use. But all the agencies I have dealt with
have been very observant of proprietary data, 27. North American System Shops. Ltd. v. King (1989)
when it is in the Request for Proposal or the 27 C.P.R. (3d) 367 (Alta. Q. B.)

contract. If you come in after the fact and
say "hey, that's proprietary", they sort of
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contracting. The important point is whether warning should be spelled out clearly as a
or not the shrink wrap terms are brought to cause for termination.
the attention of the prospective buyer at the McNally: What a shrink wrap license is,
relevant time, and, if they are, whether or not is a notice, it tells a person: "Here is some-
an appropriate mechanism is used to get the thing special." It is like putting a sign on your
consent of the buyer to the terms of the fence: "Beware of the dog." If they go in
shrink wrap. there, they have been warned. This is old

McNally: I think what the courts are common law too, goes way back. I think it is
going to look at is, "What is the normal use important because I think in the future this is
in trade?" They are going to go back to the the way the courts are going to decide this.
old common law approach of asking the They are not going to go into a lot of theories
question, "What is normal in this particular about reverse engineering. They don't under-
type of trade for protection in laws?" stand that stuff. That is technical stuff. And

Speaker C: What does the shrink wrap courts don't like that. They look at what is
license say? We have trade secrets in here we the function of this thing. What is it for?
don't want you to discover? Suppose the And basically they say, hey, watch out buddy.
product was Coca Cola, and someone chemi- This is something special and should be
cally analyzed the Coke and finally derived treated that way
formula X7, which is the essence of how they Sookman: The issues may be technical.
make Coke. X7 is a trade secret-there is no But I think you can be sure that trial lawyers
patent or copyright on it. Coca Cola, lots of are not going to stop bringing these sorts of
luck, it's gone. That's what a trade secret is, things to court just because they are techni-
it must be kept secret. If developers put a cal. We have had lots of litigation already
technique in their program and reverse engi- that has gone way beyond the capabilities of
neering can be applied to discover the secret, the judges to understand the issues and to
I don't think they have any recourse. If you decide them. But that has not stopped the
put a trade secret out there where someone courts from ruling. There was a recent patent
can look at it, and reverse engineer it, tough decision involving Motorola where the judge
luck. If, on the other hand, you are a com- made the comment that there was simply no
mercial company, and you provide us with way that this case should have been in his
proprietary information, that is, trade court because he did not know the first thing
secrets, and we accept this, and we turn about patent law and he did not know the first
around and provide it to another contractor thing about the kind of technology that was
under very strict guidelines that they can only involved. But he said, "the parties are stupid
use it in a certain way, and one of their enough to bring the case before the court,
employees goes out and sells it to someone, then I have no choice. So, here is my deci-
we would be liable. That is why we say if it's sion." 28 The courts that have addressed the
a trade secret we don't necessarily want to issue of reverse engineering in cases that
use it. have so far gotten to court have not approved

Baldo: Let me put this question to the the practice. In one case, the court men-
panel. You are all software program manag- tioned that it was common practice in the
ers and say you are developing a particular industry to reverse compile. That court found
software system for the federal government, that there was infringement, but on the basis
Before the project starts, are you going to of substantial similarity, not reverse engineer-
warn your programming staff to not look at ing. 29 In an earlier case, a case called
any copyrighted or shrink wrapped software? Hubco,30 the reverse decompilation was a
Don't look at it or decompile it and put what
you've learned about it in the code you write 28. Motorola v. Hitachi, Ltd. 2 CCH Comp. L. CASES
because we will be held liable. Would you 46,280(W. D. Tex. 1990).
give such a warning? 29. E. F. Johnson Co., v. Uniden Corp. of America.

McNally: No, I would not. 623 F. Supp. 485.

Tracz: Yes, that is common sense. Such 30. Hubco Data Products Corp. v. Management

a warning should be part of the standard new Assistance. Inc. 219 USPQ 450 (D. Idaho 1983).

employee indoctrination and violating that
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major reason for the finding of infringement, changes to allow a program's use under a new

In the Intel-NEC case it was quite clear that operating system, but not to add new capabilities
to a program. 

32

there had been reverse engineering and there However, the language in § 117 results from
was still no finding of infringement, recommendations made by the Ccommission on

Tracz: In the Intel-NEC case, reverse New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works,
engineering was involved but that was not charged by Congress in the late 70s to study the

of the issues that the court was being problem. The report of this commis, on suggests
one o be resue that t e t warify that "conversion of a program from one higher-
asked to be resolved. I just wanted to clarify level language to another to facilitate use would
that. fall within this right [of adaptation] as would the

Sookman: Yes, vou are right about that. right to add features to the program that were not
Tracz: They were arguing that the micro- present at the time of rightful acquisition," as lon- T eas the resulting adapted program was not sold. A

code was hardware and that people reverse There is, however, a more recent trend to interpret
engineer hardware all the time. § 117 more broadly.34

Sookman: But the point there is-and
the court even cited a case, Eden Toys, 31 to Kramer: Translations of literary works
the effect that even if there is -ome infringe- from one language to another are protected,
ment at an intermediate stage, that does not r;-ht? If you translate something, you retain
mean that the product that eventually is ,are rights to it. In a sense, though, transla-
created is infringing. To establish infringe- tion is a form of reverse engineering. You
ment you must establish several things, and have to understand it to translate it to a new
one thing is that there must be a resemblance language.
between the original work and the work that Sookman: If one person has a copyright
is finally created. If there is no such resem- in a dramatic work and then someone else
blance, the work that is created may not be makes an audiovisual work from that dra-
infringing. This still does not deal with the matic work, there can be copyright in each.
trade secret aspect of it. I would say there However, if the person creating the audio-
would still be some fair exposure in taking visual work does not have a license or per-
the position that reverse decompilation is mission from the owner of the dramatic
sanctioned, for example, under § 117. This work, then the audiovisual work is going to
may be true, but there are no cases yet that be infringing.
have held that. Speaker D: You have stated that reverse

compilation is prohibited under these
Editor's Note: Section 117 of the U.S. Copy- licenses, period. Is that enforceable? There

right Act provides that "it is not an infringement are a lot of reasons to decompile things. Sup-
for the owner of a copy of a computer program to pose that you worry about whether it has a
make or authorize the making of another copy or
adaptation of that computer program provided: (1) virus in it, or a bug? Or you simply want to
that such new copy or adaptation is created as an modify it faster than the vendor would do so.
essential step in the utilization of the computer That is different than stealing it and reselling
program in conjunction with a machine and that it it. The idea that you cannot decompile,
is used in no other manner, or (2) that such new
copy or adaptation is for archival purposes only..." period, is sort of like you bought a mechani-

The intention of § 117 (1) is murky and appears cal box, with a prohibition against opening it
in part to have been motivated by the view that up. I just cannot believe that.
loading a computer program into main memory McNally: We license to people and part
constitutes making a "copy." This literal a view has
been questioned, since a "copy" under copyright of our license agreement may say you can
law involves fixing it in a "tangible means of decompile this to fit it into a particular user
expression," implying a rather more permanent
form. Section 117 (1) has generally been inter-
preted as allowing users to fix bugs and to make 32. See, e.g., Hubco Data Products Corp. v. Management

Assistance. Inc., 219 USPQ 450 (D. Idaho 1983).
33. Final Report of the National Commission on New

Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works. Washington, DC
31. Eden Toys Inc. v. Marshall Field & Co. 675 F. 2d 498 1978.

(2nd Cir. 1982). 34. See, e.g., Stern, Section ll7ofthe Copyright Act: Charter of
Software User's Rights or an Illusory Promise? 7 W. NEW
ENGLAND LAW REVIEW 459 (1985).
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requirement. And that is not unusual. copyright. In determining whether the use made of

Dale Henderson: There is emerging case a work in any particular case is a fair use the fac-
tors to be considered shall include--(1) the pur-

law that says that that form of modification pose and character of the use, including whether
and adaptation would be permissible under such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonpro-
§117 of the copyright statute [allowing copy- fit educational purposes; (2) the nature of the
ing of a program if essential to its use or for copyrighted work; (3) the amount and substantial-
archival purposes]. Out in the Ninth Circuit, ity of the portion used in relation to the copy-

righted work as a whole; and (4) the effect of the
in a case I am looking at now called Foresight use upon the potential market for or value of the
Resources, a District Court in Kansas said copyrighted work." House Report No. 94-1476
that that kind of adaptation right was permis- states that "the claim that a defendant's acts con-
sible. 35 So this is getting expanded right now stituted a fair use rather than an infringement has

been raised as a defense in innumerable copyright
with new case law. actions over the years, and there is ample case law

McNally: I think, and my Canadian recognizing the existence of the doctrine and
friend might agree with me, that most of the applying it." Section 107 represents legislative
courts are getting embroiled up to the gills recognition of this case law, and the four "factors

to be considered" codify the criteria that have
been used by the courts in applying the doctrine.

going to look at the purpose of the use of the
software rather than how it is used. And if Sookman: I know that Pamela Samuelson
the purpose is legitimate, I think that they has also argued that there should be, beyond
will decide on the part of the defendant. those statutory exemptions, recognition of a
What do you think? This is a broad brush, personal right which an owner of a copy of a
but? work like a program should have. To estab-

Sookman: To date, we have not had a lish a right like that, we are going to have to
strong enough argument made to a court in have the right kind of case with a sympathetic
the right type of case which analyzes histori- defendant, in which it does not look like the
cally what a person should be able to do with defendant is doing anything dishonest but is
a work that is covered by copyright. The pur- only using his program for the purpose of
pose of copyright was always to promote sci- study and research and then ultimately comes
ence and the useful arts under the U.S. Con- up with a product which would be non-infr-
stitution, and if you buy a book you can read inging based on traditional copyright princi-
it and use it for other purposes. The argu- ples. If we get that kind of case, we could
ment has been made forcefully in the aca- well see this area of the law clarified and per-
demic journals, and I am sure that if Pamela haps expanded.
Samuelson was here, she would argue fairly Kramer: As we move into parallel archi-
forcefully that an owner of a copy of a pro- tectures, I think we are going to see more and
gram should have the right to study it and to more cases where the owner of a licensed or
learn from it. It seems to me that one day a a copyrighted work wants to modify that
court is going to look beyond § 117 [copying work. Suppose I build an application, and
when essential to use of a program or for later want to move it to one of the parallel
archival purposes], which may be fairly nar- architectures. The application may have
row. They will take a good hard look at the some EVB components in it that were
fair use doctrine, § 107. licensed. I would now like to reverse

Editor's Note: Section 107 provides that "the fair engineer them so as to make them work on

use of a copyrighted work, including such use by my new architecture. We are going to see, I

reproduction in copies ... for purposes such as crit- think, more and more of that need on the
icism, comment, news reporting, teaching (includ- part of the user for fair use of particular
ing multiple copies for classroom use), scholar- implementations. On the other hand, we
ship, or research, is not an infringement of want to make sure that we protect the rights

of the companies that are investing in the
35. Foresight Resources Corp. v. Pfortmiller. Case No. base product.

88-2641. U.S. District Court, Kansas. Dancy: Well, in our case, you would not
have to reengineer them, because the pur-
pose of the library itself is to allow you to do
that. I would like to raise a different issue.
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In the scenario involving liability for software Tracz: I am not saying that the design
malfunction [distributed before the work- might not be specified in Ada, but it should
shop, and reproduced elsewhere in this pro- be abstract enough so that it is not dependent
ceedings] a point was raised about specifica- on particular operating systems or data struc-
tions and their role in liability when failure of tures-for example, whether it works with a
software occurs. In our case, we rely on the linked list or an array. If I am doing a Fourier
specifications as being the product itself. I analysis or a matrix transform, there are dif-
would really like to get an opinion on that. ferent approaches. We can have different

Henderson: I think that an important algorithms for calculating square root, yet
point that should be brought out is that no one should be able to characterize the mem-
software in object code form only should be ory or time resource tradeoffs. That is all I
permitted into the repository. If you want to care about, not what square root does. What
enter object code, you have to enter source all this leads to is reuse occurring at design
code also. time rather than code time and that we

Tracz: Just the religious tirade that I was should really reuse the designs of the algo-
about to go on. The most successful rithm by recognizing when we need that par-
examples of reuse have been scientific sub- ticular concept.
routine libraries and operating system utili- Henderson: For practical purposes in
ties. Why have they been successful? It is most cases, I think what you are saying is
because they have been a very stable technol- true. But I disagree that it is true in principle.
ogy and because they are very well under- Tracz: I'm assuming a domain-specific
stood concepts. I don't see why there cannot software architecture in which the person
be black box reuse. One of the DARPA ini- already knows the context to which this algo-
tiatives is called software understanding. rithm is applied. There is a certain frame-
DARPA is challenging the academic commu- work that it all fits in so it makes sense. You
nity and industry to team together to come up are not just shooting in the dark for some-
with an expressive interface which states in thing, you know how to apply it because
no uncertain terms-through examples, test someone has already put it in context.
cases, formal specifications, and textual Kramer: I would like to side with Will in
descriptions-exactly what a component the following sense. None of us knows the
does. By having behavioral specifications internal details of an Intel XYZ chip. And
and having families of implementations that yet, we all put our lives daily on the line with-
describe and supplement the interfaces of out detailed understanding of that particular
particular modules you can have a library and implementation. I feel very comfortable with
not need to look at the code. You can have the idea that we will have components that
several different implementations and be suc- we will use that are black box kinds of com-
cessful at it. If you did a proper domain anal- ponents. They must be produced right and it
ysis or modeling, you can provide the user helps to have a company reputation behind
with the proper types of modification mecha- them and other things. But I think it is
nisms through parameters. The user might important that we break away from the idea
then use an expert system to help select the that we've taught programmers that they need
particular options needed or rely on the to see the detail of every piece of software
defaults. The expert system would not allow that they are going to use. Most people never
you to specify parameters that would create a look at the libraries and people that have
form of the component that does not make been looking at the Ada lar.-uage and Ada
sense, given the abstract model the compo- libraries and the ISO work in numerics are
nent is based on. beginning to realize how catastrophic those

Henderson: I just think that is plain libraries are, that we are dependent on in all
wrong-the only complete description of an of our computer systems today. They are in
algorithm is the algorithm. If you look at horrible shape, they make horrible mistakes,
software as a Turing Machine, you can't write make horrible assumptions. In twenty years
an abstract description which is going to nec- of programming, none of us have ever really
essarily be fully adequate in all situations with worried about defects in software compo-
all data. nents except where we ran into a particular
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problem and then we went to fix it. I think it handled in the same fashion?
dangerous to think that we need to know all Jack Kramer: If you consider a reuse
the details of a particular software package. industry as at least I would envision it, in

Henderson: I have a question: How which there would be many sources for reus-
should the government acquire rights to the able components, I think it is unrealistic to
subcontractor's components that were devel- expect the government to have licenses to
oped at private expense? every possible library that may exist. I

McNally: The same way they do for the believe there will be many cases in which a
prime, particular prime contractor may know about

Henderson: Why should the government a library that is somewhere out in the com-
acquire rights to the subcontractor's compo- mercial world, and that may be the only sys-
nents developed at private expense through a tem that that library is applicable to, a partic-
prime contractor, since they are already ular kind of satellite or something like that.
developed? Shouldn't the government be It is very appropriate for the prime contrac-
going out and negotiating with the subcon- tor to negotiate. I think it is wrong to assume
tractor directly? that the government will go out and necessar-

McNally: The government does not have ily negotiate with every library that may exist
time. just to have it on the shelf. I think the gov-

Kramer: Also, it would then be a govern- ernment ought to look at it and when the
ment GFE [Government Furnished Equip- prime contractor says "I want to bid on the
ment] item. following components out of this library," it

McNally: Yes. And the subcontractor is might very well be in the government's best
supposedly supplementing something that the interest either through the prime contractor
prime is doing, and there has to be an inter- or directly to negotiate because they see a
face established there so when the govern- much wider applicability of those compo-
ment gets the delivered article the darn thing nents. But I don't think that is necessarily
works. Once you start separating compo- the first way that you would get introduced
nents and various manufacturers you have a into a library or actually see it introduced into
horrendous interface problem. a particular DoD weapons system.

Henderson: In a normal contractor situa- Speaker D: The ultimate answer to any
tion the government is going out and con- dispute over rights to reuse a component ulti-
tracting for a specific program or a specific mately becomes programming it yourself.
piece of software. But we are talking about a And the economic realities will drive the
whole different animal. The right to reuse decisions that are made-if a prime contrac-
software in any fashion, not for a specific tor is obligated to deliver something and he
contract. So to try to fit that procurement in cannot get the rights that he is promised from
the usual mold may be causing more prob- a subcontractor then he will in all probability
lems than it solves. make arrangements to program it himself.

McNally: One reason the government And while this defeats the purpose of reuse,
uses prime contractors is because they can these are still the economic realities under
use their management expertise in a particu- which we will be operating for at least the
lar area. If the government is buying an elect- next few years.
ronic warfare system, we at Westinghouse are
experts. We act as a filter of problems com-
ing from subcontractors to us before they get
to the government. The government relies
on the prime contractors to look at the big
picture and filter out these problems and give
them something that works.

Henderson: If the government wants to
go out and buy a thousand packages of Lotus
1-2-3, they go to Lotus. They don't go to a
prime contractor to go negotiate with Lotus.
Why shouldn't these reuse components be
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SCENARIOS EXERCISE



1. SCENARIOS RAISING LEGAL ISSUES IN SOFTWARE REUSE

The following scenarios were supplied to participants before the workshop as examples of very spe-

cific situations in which legal difficulties might be raised by certain reuse practices. The scenarios were selected

to reflect a broad range of issues that are likely to be raised by reuse practices, including particularly likely prob-

lems and those that seemed especially difficult to resolve as a result of recent changes to or uncertainty in the

law. The first sr scenarios include an analysis written after the workshop that reflects the results of discussion

at the workshop as well as further investigation by IDA, while the last two scenarios include responses from the

workshop discussion. This approach was taken in part because of the complexity of some of the scenarios and

in part because technical difficulties resulted in loss of audio recording of some of the scenario workshop dis-

cussions. Tie scenarios and analysis involving copyrights, patents, and reverse engineering were written by

Craig Will; those in volving liability for software malfunction and contractor-subcontractor relationships were

written by Jim Baldo. The wording of some of the scenarios has been edited slightly after the workshop to

improve clarity.

1.1 SCENARIO 1: COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

1.1.1 Description of Scenario

In August, 1990, a contractor obtains software from a reuse library that consists
of code that has been modified several times by different government contractors, uses it
in a software system, and delivers the software system to the government. No copyright
notices are included in the software, and it is assumed to be in the public domain. A
small software developer, Compusoft, Inc., not known to have been involved in the devel-
opment of the library code, claims that it owns the copyright for a portion of this code.
They claim their code was developed in April 1989, and thus was presumably added to
the code in the reuse library after that date. This is after the effective date of the 1988
amendments to the copyright law providing that copyright notices are no longer required.
Compusoft sues for copyright infringement.

1.1.2 Questions About Scenario

1. What kind of evidence does Compusoft have to provide to initiate, and to win,

such a lawsuit?
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2. Can Compusoft realistically obtain an injunction against use of the software by

the government until the copyright infringement lawsuit is settled?

3. Can Compusoft obtain an injunction against use of the software in other,
future systems by the same contractor and against distribution of the software by the reuse
library, even though the (relatively small) Compusoft code is crucial to the operation of a
large module?

4. What damages is Compusoft likely to win should it show that the reuse library
in fact infringed Compusoft's copyright, and thus that the contractor did as well in using it

to construct an application system?

5. If the reuse library and contractor continue to make use of the Compusoft soft-
ware after being notified that they are infringing, are they liable for "willful infringement"

damages? What kind of damages might be reasonable and how might the reuse library
protect itself if the Compusoft code must be continued to be used until a rewritten version
that does not cause an infringement is substituted?

6. In the Sony v. Universal Studiosi case the Supreme Court held that the court is
"to look beyond actual duplication ... to the products or activities that make such duplica-
tion possible" for contributory infringement. What situations might occur in which
operating a reuse library could result in the contractor or government being held liable for
contributory infringement? Is this possible even though the reuse library itself did no ille-
gal copying (such as a reuse library that only stored descriptions of programs rather than
the programs themselves)? What sort of license agreements and procedures for entering
'-omponents into the library would avoid or mitigate this problem, and how effective might

they be?

I A.3 Analysis and Discussion

This scenario presents an example of a potential copyright infringement problem
that can occur with reuse libraries that results from recent changes to U.S. copyright law
that removed the necessity for marking software with the usual copyright notice (e.g., "©
1991 George Bush") in order to obtain copyright protection. The effect of this change has
been considered a significant threat to public domain software because of the risk of
infringement lawsuits and, particularly, the possibility that someone who felt their copy-
right was being infringed could obtain an injunction against use or further development of
software pending a trial, potentially preventing use or development for years.

1. Sony Corp. v. Universal Studios, Inc. 464 U.S. 417 (1983).
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The changes to the copyright statute were made as part of a 1988 law2 that was

intended to make U.S. law conform to international treaties that require that copyright

holders should not have to pursue "formalities" in order to enjoy their rights. The princi-

pal changes to the statute relevant here include making the copyright notice optional
rather than mandatory, and, in the case of copyrights originating in foreign countries,

removing the requirement that copyrights be registered before lawsuits are brought for
infringement. 3 In an effort to provide motivation to copyright holders to continue to place

copyright notices on works, another change was made that reduced the ability of defen-
dants accused of infringement to claim that their infringement was innocent if copyright

notices were in fact placed on the works. 4

The copyright law generally provides for three kinds of remedies for infringe-
ment: (1) liability for damages; (2) impoundment and eventual destruction of copies; and
(3) injunctions against infringement. The law generally provides that "... an infringer of

copyright is liable for either-(1) the copyright owner's actual damages and any addi-
tional profits of the infringer ... or (2) statutory damages ... " Statutory damages can

range from $500 to $20,000, and up to $100,000 if the infringement was "committed will-

fully."
5

For a lawsuit to be brought, the copyright must be registered with the Copyright
Office at the Library of Congress. This need not be done when the work was produced,
but can be done at any time prior to instituting a suit (and is not required for most works

originating outside of the U.S.).

The copyright law provides that injunctions can be granted that prevent infringe-
ment. Preliminary injunctions can be obtained under certain conditions to prevent
infringement pending resolution of a lawsuit (which could take years). However, the stan-
dards for obtaining preliminary injunctions in any lawsuit are high, with the person bring-

ing the suit required to show strong probability of success in winning the eventual trial and

"irreparable injury" to the copyright holder resulting if there is no injunction.

2. P.L. 100-568, the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988.
3. 17 U.S.C. § 401 now states that copyright notices "may be placed on" copies, while § 411(a) has an

exception for "Berne Convention works ,whose country of origin is not in the United States."
4. Subsection 401(d) was added, as follows: "(d) EVIDENTIARY WEIGHT OF NOTICE.-If a notice of

copyright in the form and position specified by this section appears on the published copy or copies to
which a defendant in a copyright infringement suit had access, then no weight shall be given to such a
defendant's interposition of a defense based on innocent infringement in mitigation of actual or statutory
damages, except as provided in the last sentence of section 504(c)(2)." iThe "last sentence" refers to a
section limiting infringement liability for nonprofit institutions and libraries.]

5. 17 U.S.C. § 502, 503, and 504 (1988).
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In the case of infringement by the government or government contractors, injunc-
tions can usually not be obtained.6 (The law concerning government exemption against
injunctions is more fully developed in the case of patents. For details, see the discussion

below in scenario 3 concerning patent infringement.) Generally, government contractors
are not subject to injunctions if the government accepts a software product containing
copyrighted mateiial or authorizes development of software using specific copyrighted

material. In the case of inadvertent use of copyrighted software in a software develop-
ment project funded by the government, however, if the contractor was not authorized by
the government to use that software the government exemption would not apply, and the
contractor would presumably be liable for infringement.

Another danger here appears to be that a software developer faced with an
infringement lawsuit and an injunction against commercial distribution of a product could
decide to simply stop development of that product even if an injunction against develop-
ment was not obtained. This risk would presumably be highest for products in an early
stages of development and for products that had more of a commercial than a govern-
ment market. The risk would be especially high for use of products in which the infringed

copyright originated outside of the United States.

The risks of infringement in this scenario are real for any software procurement.
They pose particular problems for software reuse in situations in which (1) attempts are
made to use standard reusable components that have both commercial and government
use; and (2) reuse libraries or other situations are involved in which software is succes-
sively modified by different groups of people.

In the specific scenario in question, the risks are real but can be minimized.
Given both the law itself and the legislative history of the changes to the copyright law,
courts are likely to be reluctant to issue injunctions in cases where reuse libraries exer-
cised diligence in attempting to avoid copyright infringement. It does appear desirable

that reuse libraries develop procedures that track the source of components and modifica-
tions so as to avoid the problem posed in the scenario to the extent possible.

In general, reuse libraries themselves appear to be potentially liable for contribu-
tory infringement, even though they may have no knowledge of specific infringing acts.

Contributory infringement is generally defined as the act of "one who, with knowledge of
the infringing activity, induces, causes or materially contributes to the infringing conduct

6. U.S. law provides that "... whenever Ia] copyright ... shall be infringed by the United States ... or by a
contractor, subcontractor, or any person, firm or corporation acting for the Government and with the
authorization or consent of the Government, the exclusive remedy of the owner of such copyright shall
be by action against the United States in the Claims Court for the recovery of reasonable compensation
as damages for such infringement ..." 28 U.S.C. 1498(b) (1988). These provisions "shall not apply to
any claim [for infringement] arising in a foreign country." 28 U.S.C. § 1498(c) (1988).
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of another," who "may be held liable as a 'contributory' infringer." 7 In the Son ' vv. Univer-

sal Studios8 case, even though the court recognized liability for infringement beyond those

who actually participated in the infringement, Sony was held blameless for manufacturing

video recorders. "The sale of copying equipment ... does not constitute contributory

infringement if the product is widely used for legitimate, unobjectionable purposes.

Indeed, it need merely be capable of substantial noninfringing uses." 9 In most reuse

libraries, the library itself is likely to be making copies, and therefore if there is infringe-

ment, it would be direct. If a reuse library only stored descriptions of programs, a library

would seem to be relatively free of any risk of either direct or contributory infringement

(assuming the descriptions themselves did not infringe). However, it is possible that a

person who felt that a particular product referenced in the library infringed on his or her

product could demand that the first product be removed from listing or that the library at

least post a notice indicating that a dispute over copyright had been raised. It is conceiv-

able that the library might be held liable for contributory infringement if the library did

not follow a practice of doing so.

1.2 SCENARIO 2: COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

1.2.1 Description of Scenario

Suppose the recent Lotus1° "look-and-feel" decision is affirmed by a Supreme

Court decision that takes an extremely broad view of what is protected by look-and-feel.

Meanwhile, as software reuse technology de €elops, complex interfaces between software

components begin to be used. These interfaces are not static, but can involve one compo-

nent having some intelligence and communicating with another component by means of a

succession of commands to and responses from the second component. Such a compo-

nent might have the look-and-feel (pardon the expression) of a human at a human-com-

puter user interface.

1.2.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Is this kind of interface likely to be copyrightable?

2. How complex might an interface need to be before it can be copyrighted?

3. Suppose look-and-feel is rejected. Would that mean that interfaces between

components are likely not to be copyrightable?

7. Gershwin Publishing Corp. v. Columbia Artists Management, Inc. 443 F.2d 1159 (2nd Cir. 1971).

8. Sony Corp. v. Universal Studios, Inc. 464 U.S. 417 (1983).

9.464 U.S. at 442 (1983).

10. Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software International. Case No. 87-76-K, U.S. District Court,
Massachusetts. 11 COMPUTER LAW REPORTER, 839 (1990), 15 U.S.P.Q., 2d, 1577 (D. Mass. 1990).
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1.2.3 Analysis and Discussion

The conditions under which component interfaces are protectable by copyright

have not been resolved, since there appear to be no cases that have directly involved

copyright protection of software component interfaces, and it is difficult to predict what

the limits of that protection might be, as well as answer questions about how complex an

interface might have to be to be protected by copyright.

Answers to these questions depend on the more general issue of what aspects of a
computer program, beyond the specific program statements, are protected by copyright.
This has been litigated since the early 1980s, when court cases began to interpret the law.
There have been three waves of cases: the first simply verified that computer software,
including source code and object code, was copyrightable. 1 The second wave of cases
established that higher-level aspects of program organization were protected, specifically

the program's "structure, sequence, and organization."' 12 The third wave, now being liti-
gated, is aimed at testing expanded notions of copyright protection, including the limits of
"substantial similarity" of two programs, and whether the so-called look-and-feel, or user

interface, of a program can be copyrighted. 13

The issue of protection of component interfaces may be decided (as the scenario
suggests) by analogy with protection for user interfaces, if courts see little difference
between interfaces between components and a human-software interface. In the Lotus
case, for example-the principal case argued on the basis of look-and-feel where there is

at least an initial decision-the major issue was similarity between the commands of the

Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program and 'hose of a clone developed by Paperback Soft-
ware. 1 4 These commands seem not very different than what one might see in a component

interface, except for the sequence of actions that one might argue is part of the "feel" of a
user interface. The sequence may not be critical, however, and, as the scenario stated
above suggests, more complex, intelligent components may duplicate this aspect as well.
In the Lotus case, the District Court held that there was in fact infringement. However,
the decision itself is very ambiguous and has tended primarily to further confuse the

issue. 15 The case is being appealed, and there is another, similar case being brought in

California. The issue may not be fully resolved until one of these cases is brought to the
Supreme Court, which may take many years.

11. See, e.g., Apple Computer Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240 (3rd Cir. 1983).
12. See, e.g., Whelan Associates, Inc. v. Jaslow Dental Laboratory, 797 F.2d 1222 (3rd Cir. 1986).

13. Lotus Development Corp. v. Paperback Software International. Case No. 87-76-K, U.S. District Court,
Massachusetts. 11 COMPUTER LAW REPORTER. 839 (1990), 15 U.S.P.Q., 2d, 1577 (D. Mass. 1990).

14. Id.
15. Samuelson, How to Interpret the Lotus Decision (and How Not to). 33 COMMUNICATIONS OFTHE ACM 27

(1990).
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It is also possible that the courts will see component interfaces as quite different
from user interfaces. As Pamela Samuelson has noted,16 one reason that the courts have
so far allowed relatively broad protection for user interfaces is because they have seen
these interfaces as artistic and aesthetic (in part because graphics are often involved),
rather than as functional entities, which they really are. This has important implications
for copyright law, since a traditional assumption of copyright law is that it does not apply
to "utilitarian" entities. For example, the architectural drawings of a house can be pro-
tected by copyright, and others prevented from copying them, but it is not an infringement
to construct a house that is a duplicate of another house. 17

It does appear that relatively simple interfaces are not protectable by copyright.
There are two issues here: the doctrine of "idea-expression merger," and the extent to
which an "original" work need be "creative" to be copyrightable. Idea-expression
merger is bared on the notion that copyright law protects only the expression of an idea,
not the idea itself. If there is only one way to express an idea, the idea and expression are
said to have merged, and copying would not in this case constitute infringement. 18 This
doctrine would seem to make the simpler component interfaces uncopyrightable,
although Sookman has commented 19 that idea-expression merger has not been a very suc-
cessful defense against infringement, and that arguing that the interface is an uncopy-
rightable process or idea, as was done in the Lotus case, is more likely to be successful.

Whether developing the interface was "creative" enough to be "original" as
required by the copyright statute is also an issue, given a recent Supreme Court ruling
involving the compilation of telephone directories. 20 The court ruled that the alphabetical
listing of names and addresses in the white pages of a telephone directory was not copy-
rightable, concluding that "copyright rewards originality, not effort." This rejected the
previous "sweat-of-the-brow" doctrine by which copyrightability was assured based on
effort and investment. While the impact of this decision on the copyrightability of inter-
faces is not clear, it could imply that very simple interfaces are not copyrightable.

It may be, then, that the more complex interfaces between components that are
likely to be used for reuse of large components are likely to be copyrightable, but simpler
interfaces are not, and interfaces that appear to be more like languages may also not be
copyrightable. However, these issues are yet to be clearly resolved.

16. Samuelson, Why the Look and Feel of Software User Interfaces Should not be Protected by Copyright Law,
32 COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 563 (1989).

17. Imperial Homes Corporation v. Michael M. Lamont. 458 F.2d 895 (1972).
18. See, e.g., Herbert Rosenthal Jewelry Corp. v. Kalpakian, 446 F.2d 738 (9th Cir. 1971).
19. Panel discussion, this proceedings.
20. Greenhouse, Copyright Protection Limited: Justices Say Phone Lists Lack Creativity, New York Times,

March 28, 1991, Dl.
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It is also of interest to consider that trade secret law clearly protects interfaces

between components, and thus if a software manufacturer can enforce a license agree-

ment, any interface can be protected. Such enforcement requires the interfaces to be

kept secret, however, and this may be incompatible with broad distribution of knowledge

about the component and how it can be used. Trade secret protection has different char-

acteristics than copyright, however, and can be susceptible to reverse engineering. Inter-

faces can also be patented, and, in a very small sample of software patents studied, about

5% appeared to be interface or data storage standards. 21

1.3 SCENARIO 3: PATENT INFRINGEMENT

1.3.1 Description of Scenario

In February, 1989, a programmer writes a reusable software component, and

sends it to a reuse library. Following the standard practice of the library, the component
is tested, documented, and evaluated for quality. In addition (this is a very careful

library), a patent search is done to see if any patented processes are used in the compo-
nent. The search comes up negative. The component is installed in the library in Sep-

tember, 1989.

In June, 1992, a programmer retrieves the module from the library and uses it,
without modification, in software delivered to the government. Unknown to any of these

participants, a patent issues in March 1991, to a party uninvolved in the reuse effort for a

process used in the component.

1.3.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Who can the patent holder sue for infringement (direct or contributory)? The

original programmer? The programmer who reused the component? The library? The

government?

2. In the case of the programmer reusing the component, is it a defense to

infringement that the patented process was contained in the internal logic of the compo-
nent, and that there was no way for the programmer to tell whether a patented process

was used in the component or not?

3. If a suit were brought, could the patent holder obtain an injunction against use

of the patented process pending resolution of the infringement lawsuit? Is this likely?
Would there be any motive for him or her to do so?

21. Will, Software Patents and Economic Competitiveness. PROCEEDINGS OF THE WASHINGTON ADA
SYMPOSIUM, June 17-21, 1991, McLean, VA, Association for Computing Machinery, 136.
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4. If the reuse library staff discovered the existence of the patent when it issued,

but felt that the patented process was in fact a standard industry practice at the time the

patent application was filed, what should they do? Continue to distribute the component

as before? Distribute the component but with a warning about possible infringement?

Negotiate a license from the patent holder? File a request with the Patent .71d ira:' ark

Office to reexamine the patent citing evidence of prior art?

1.3.3 Analysis and Discussion

This scenario poses one rather extreme example of the kind of problems that

have raised much recent concern about software patents. Unlike copyright, where it is

assumed to be impossible to infringe without actual access to the original material, patent
infringement can result from use of a protected technique even if the person causing the

infringement conceived of it on their own.

The traditional way of protecting against patent infringement is by a patent
search, but this has limitations, particularly in the case of software. Patent searches per-

formed at the time of entering a component into a library will not necessarily protect
against infringement, since information about a patent being examined is not available.

The examination and processing of a patent application takes 18-24 months on the aver-

age, but can take several years in some cases and, infrequently, a decade or more. At the
present time, about 500-1000 software-related patents are being issued per year,2 , and it

may still be feasible to monitor such new patents and compare them against a library, but
it is time-consuming and, as the number of patent applications increases, the cost of such

a practice may become prohibitive.

In general, there is some risk of failure of a patent search, particularly in the case

of the general-purpose techniques used in software and the difficulty of describing a soft-
ware technique in the existing patent classification system, which is organized largely

around specific applications, rather than the more general-purpose techiques often char-

acteristic of software.

The patent statute provides that anyone who "without authority makes, uses, or

sells any patented invention" infringes the patent. 23 Furthermore, "[wihoever actively

induces infringement of a patent" is also liable as an infringer.2 4 Finally, the patent statute

provides that "[w]hoever sells a component of a patented machine ... knowing that" the

component was "especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such
patent" is liable for "contributory" infringement.25

The patent holder can bring suit against anyone who infringes the patent and

potentially obtain monetary damages that are "in no event less than a reasonable royalty
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for the use made of the invention by the infringer, together with interest and costs..."26 In
the case of deliberate or willful infringement, treble damages may be assessed. 27 In addi-
tion, the patent holder can, if desired, bring suit to enjoin the infringer from making fur-
ther use of the invention. 28 Claims against the U.S. government or federal contractors
operating with appropriate authorization from the U.S. government, however, are limited
to recovery of "reasonable ... compensation for ... use," 29 and injunctions against
infringement presumably cannot be brought, although there are definite risks related to
issues of proper authorization.

Because software patents are new there may be some uncertainty about what it
means to "manufacture" or to "use" a piece of software. For example, retrieving a pat-
ented program from a reuse library could be said to be "manufacturing" it, and executing
the program could be said to be a "use" of the process. However, courts would presum-
ably most likely look for money changing hands and consider infringement to only occur
when it was clear that the patent was being used for profit. The original programmer (or
his or her employer) of a component, the library, the programmer (or his or her employer)
who reused the component, the library, and the government might all, depending upon the
specific circumstances, be legitimate targets for a lawsuit. Because the statute pretty
clearly makes component developers only liable for "contributory infringement" if they
know their component was designed for a specific patented invention (rather than being a
staple component with other uses), a component developer does not appear to be liable
for contributory infringement if the component itself does not infringe a patent.

In the case where a programmer reuses a component with no knowledge of its
internal mechanisms, such ignorance does not protect him or her from patent infringe-
ment. Historically, patent holders have filed lawsuits for infringement either against man-
ufacturers of a component or the government, presumably because of the difficulty of pur-
suing large numbers of consumers, but developers of systems using patented components
should also fear lawsuits, particularly as court actions become more aggressive, as they
have in recent years.

22. Id.

23.35 U.S.C. 271(a) (1988).
24. 35 U.S.C. 271(b) (1988).

25.35 U.S.C. 271(c) (1988).
26. 35 U.S.C. 284 (1988).
27. Leinoff v. Luisin Milona & Sons, Inc., 726 F.2d 734 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

28.35 U.S.C. 283 (1988).
29. 28 U.S.C. 1498 (1988).
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A patent holder could under certain conditions obtain a preliminary injunction

against use of a patented process while an infringement lawsuit was pending. While most

lawsuits for patent infringement have sought only royalties, there is an increasing trend to

use patents as a means of establishing a monopoly for a particular invention, as, for

example, Intel has done with some of its microprocessors. This is legal as long as "mis-

use" of the patent does not occur. Misuse classically consists of three prohibited acts:

"(1) requiring the purchase of unpatented goods for use with patented apparatus or

processes; (2) prohibiting production or sale of competing goods; and (3) conditioning the

granting of a license under one patent on the acceptance of another and different

license. "30

To obtain a preliminary injunction, a patent owner must establish "a strong prob-

ability of success on the merits," and "irreparable injury," with the patent owner required

to make a "clear showing" that the patent is valid and infringement has occurred. In

deciding whether to issue an injunction, the court "balances the hardships the respective

parties will suffer from granting or withholding the injunction and considers possible

effects on third parties and the public interest." 31

Injunctions against patent infringement cannot be obtained against the govern-

ment or, frequently, contractors supplying the government. For a contractor to be
immune from an infringement lawsuit, it must have "the authorization or consent of the

government." 32 In the case of products delivered to the government, acceptance by the

government of a product using a patented invention generally constitutes such consent. 33

However, in the case of a contractor doing work for the government, the situation is less

clear, and depends upon specific contract wording, whether such use is required by con-
tract specifications, and whether written instructions requiring use of the patent are pro-

vided by the contracting officer. 34

In cases where a manufacturer supplies both the government and a commercial

market, an injunction can be obtained against commercial sale but not sale to the govern-

ment. 35 Use of commercially marketed components may be dangerous to government

consumers, however: a supplier may choose not to fight an infringement lawsuit and

instead stop development and support of a product, or postpone further development of a

30. CHISUM. PATENTS: A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF PATENTABILITY, VALIDITY. AND INFRINGEMENT. § 19.04.
New York: Matthew Bender & Co., 1991.

31. Id., § 20.04.

32. 28 U.S.C. 1498 (1988).

33. CHISUM. Id., § 16.06.

34. CHISUM. Id., § 16.06.

35. CHISUM. Id., § 16.06.
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product until after settlement of a lawsuit.

Much concern has been raised about the Patent and Trademark Office issuing
patents for software techniques that are standard practices at the time the application
was issued. There are two issues here: is the invention for "novel" and is it "unobvious"?
Both of these terms have very specific meanings in patent law. There are a number of
issues concerning the patentability of an invention that has been previously known or
used. It is clear, for example, that if an inventor "abandons" an invention by failing to
seek a patent, then a second inventor can legitimately obtain a patent. However, if an
inventor uses the invention in a product, but without patent protection, a second inventor
cannot obtain a patent. The uncertainty appears when the invention is used in a product
in a manner that is undetectable, such as an internal process in software. There have
been conflicting court decisions (in cases not involving software), and the law is not pres-
ently very clear, although this issue may be resolved in one of the current software patent
infringement cases. Of course, if the technique has been published in the open literature,
then it is unpatentable (as long as the inventor does not file a patent application within a
year after publication). In cases where a technique has not been published, but is very
widely known and considered a standard industry practice, it could be argued that its
"reinvention" would be obvious and thus unpatentable.

Appropriate policy for a reuse library in cases where patents are suspected to be
invalid is particularly difficult to determine. Clearly, the library should protect itself and
its customers from the treble damages possible from deliberate infringement by analyzing
the claims and validity of the patent. Furthermore, any decision to continue to distribute
the software should include warnings to customers concerning the risk of patent infringe-
ment. One strategy, assuming that the patent holder is interested only in royalties rather
than a monopoly on the practice, is to attempt to get the supplier of the component to
indemnify the library and its customers against claims for patent infringement. In cases
where the validity of the patent is in question and where relatively clear evidence of its
lack of validity is available (such as a publication of the technique in the open literature
that was overlooked by the patent examiner), it is appropriate to provide this information

to the Patent and Trademark Office, who may reexamine the patent based on this infor-
mation. Under the patent statute, any person can request a reexamination provided a
reexamination fee is paid.36

36. 35 U.S.C. §301, 302 (1988).
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1.4 SCENARIO 4: PATENT INFRINGEMENT

1.4.1 Description of Scenario

A government contractor is hired to implement a set of reusable components and

deliver them to a reuse library operated by another government contractor. Neither con-

tractor actually embeds the components in a real application that does useful work,

although they do run the processes as part of a test procedure.

It turns out that some of the components use patented processes.

1.4.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Are the contractors exempt from infringement liability based on the experi-

mental exemption from case law?

2. Would the answer to this change if the experimental exemption in the patent

law revisions now being considered by C ongress becomes law?

1.4.3 Analysis and Discussion

Although it is not contained in the patent statute, there is a right recognized in

case law of an "experimental exemption" in which a patented machine or process can be

manufactured and used if it is done only for purposes of research or for evaluating the

invention for possible use, and that such manufacture and use is not done for profit. 37

A relatively recent case involving the testing of a patented drug, Roche Prod-
ucts,38 somewhat narrowed this exemption. The defendant used a drug patented by the

plaintiff to obtain clinical data for submission to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

to show the safety and efficacy of the drug; its goal was to obtain such approval so that it

could manufacture and sell the drug when the patent expired. The court said that

although the defendant was not selling the drug for profit directly, this use was beyond
what had been traditionally allowed as an experimental exemption, and thus there was an

infringement.

One reasonable interpretation may be that manufacturing reusable components

and placing them in a library would still be an infringement, since it is done for profit and

with the intention that the components would be used, even if none of the patented com-

ponents are actually retrieved and embedded into a system.

37. Hantman, Experimental Use as an Exception to Patent hfringement. 67 JouRNAL OF THE PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE SOCIETY. 617 (1985). The original 1813 decision establishing the precedent
exempted "philosophical experiments" and "the purpose of ascertaining the sufficiency of the machine
to produce its desired effects."

38. Roche Products, Inc. v. Bolar Pharmaceutical Co., Inc. 221 USPQ 937 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
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To date, the only patent law revisions dealing with experimental exemption that
have been enacted have been a provision that overturns the Roche Products case and
allows clinical testing of patented drugs for purposes of obtaining FDA approval. 39 This
provision is narrowly drawn for the case of patented drugs and does not affect other types
of inventions such as software.

1.5 SCENARIO 5: PATENT INFRINGEMENT

1.5.1 Description of Scenario

A patented process is implemented in software, and an agreement is made with
the patent holder that any user who executes the proper license agreement can obtain the
components from a library. A user does so, then notices that the patent claim in question
uses a mathematical algorithm in combination with a ROM. It appears that, given court
decisions (such as the Iwahashi40 case) on the patentability of algorithms, the patent
would likely not have issued without the ROM being part of the claim. The user refuses to

pay royalties, on the grounds that the invention is only valid when it uses a ROM, and
that when it is implemented completely in software, the user is using only a part of the
invention-a part that is unpatentable.

1.5.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Is the programmer correct? Is the patent holder likely to lose a patent

infringement case?

2. Suppose the reuse library distributed a component that implemented the pat-
ented system, but left out the part of the system that was implemented in ROM, lea- "ng it
up to the user to either use a ROM and obtain a patent license, or implementing the miss-
ing piece in software and run the risk of patent infringement. Can the reuse library or
programmer of the component that implements most of the patented system be held liable
for contributory infringement?

1.5.3 Analysis and Discussion

This scenario results from the extremely confusing question of where to draw the
patentability line for inventions involving mathematical equations, which is the principal
barrier to patenting software. 41 In the case referred to, In re Iwahashi,42 an applicant for
a patent on an invention in which certain parameters are computed for pattern recogni-
tion of a signal was denied a patent by the PTO. The applicant then appealed to the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC). The invention, if described as a pro-
cess (method), would be unpatentable under previous court decisions, because it con-
sisted of a mathematical equation. However, the patent claim is written as an apparatus
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(machine) consisting of a combination of component parts, with each component

described in terms of its function, except for one component that consists of a read-only

memory (ROMY. The court held that because the claim defined an apparatus, it was pat-

entable as a machine. 43

According to the doctrine of equivalents, a patent claim covers not only the
defined invention, but also inventions that "perform substantially the same function in

substantially the same way to achieve the same result." 44 This suggests that an invention
that implemented the same algorithm in software only would infringe the patent, even

though (paradoxically), a patent application that defined the invention in terms of soft-
ware only would have been rejected as unpatentable.

The most likely result may be that a software-only implementation would infringe
the patent. This issue is very close to the boundary line of patentability, and the law is
very inconsistent and court decisions hard to predict. In addition, some attorneys have

suggested that the software patents issue will likely raise many new issues related to the
doctrine of equivalents, and that changes in the law in this area resulting from current and

future litigation might be expected.

In the case of a component that implemented most (but not all) of a patented
invention, the reuse library could be held liable for contributory infringement, since it dis-

tributed a component that was specifically designed to implement a particular patented
invention, and which had no other use. However, a court would have to find direct
infringement by someone else (which is uncertain), since there cannot be contributory

infringement without direct infringement.

39. 35 U.S.C. 271(e) (1988). Not allowing clinical testing by a competitor before the patent expired was
considered unfair because it effectively extends the life of the patent until such testing is completed and
FDA approval is granted.

40. In re Iwahashi. 888 F.2d 1370 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
41. For a description of the present PTO guidelines on patentability of software, see Report on Patentable

Subject Matter: Mathematical Algorithms and Computer Programs. 1106 Official Gazette 5. (August 9,
1989). See also the following critique and discussion of these guidelines: The Patentabilitv of Computer
Programs: The PTO Guidelines, In re Grams and In re Iwahashi. 6 COMPUTER LAWYER 21 (December,
1989). For discussions of the software patentability issue, see the following papers by Chisum and by
Samuelson. Chisum takes the position that algorithms ought to be broadly patentable, while Samuelson,
based on what she views as industry preference for not patenting software, argues that there is legal
justification for not allowing software patents. Chisum, The Patentability of Algorithms. 47 UNivERsrrY
PITTSBURGH LAW REvIEW 959 (1986). Samuelson, Benson Revisited: The C... Against Patent Protection
for Algorithms and Other Computer Program-related Inventions. 39 EMORY LAW JOURNAL 1025 (1990).

42. In re Iwahashi. 888 F.2d 1370 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
43. There is some controversy over the meaning of the Iwahashi decision and over whether the PTO's

interpretation of it, described in a notice published in the Official Gazette, is a fair characterization. See
Notice Interpreting In Re Iwahashi, 112 OFFIcAL GAZETrE 16 (March 13, 1990), and Commentary: The
PTO and In Re Iwahashi. IDEA: The Journal of Law and Technology (1990).

44. CHISUM, PATENTS: A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF PATENTABILrrY, VAUDITY, AND INFRINGEMENT. §
18.04. New York: Matthew Bender & Co., 1991.
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1.6 SCENARIO 6: SHRINK-WRAP LICENSING AND REVERSE ENGINEER-
ING

1.6.1 Description of Scenario

A programmer employed by a federal contractor buys a piece of commercial soft-

ware packaged with a shrink-wrapped license in a state that has no law regulating shrink-

wrap license agreements. The agreement states that if the purchaser breaks the seal and

loads the program that action constitutes agreement to the terms of the !icense. The

agreement itself along with the shrink-wrapped program diskette is packaged in a box

that is itself shrink-wrapped. The agreement gives the purchaser the right to return the

software for a full refund if the license is not agreed to. The agreement prohibits decom-

pilation, disassembly, and reverse engineering of the object code. The software bears a

copyright notice.

The programmer decompiles the program, uncovers a useful new method, and

applies that method in developing software that is delivered to the government. None of

the original code or program organization is made use of in the new software, only the

abstract method.

The developer of the original software discovers the action, and sues the contrac

tor for theft of trade secrets. He also sues the government, requesting an injunction to

halt use, and copying of the software, and asks that all copies be destroyed.

1.6.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Is the shrink-wrap license agreement basically valid?

2. If not, would it be valid if the license agreement was displayed on the package

or otherwise displayed to the user at the time of sale?

3. Even if the shrink wrap license is valid, is the restriction on reverse engineer-

ing applicable even for object code that is copyrighted?

1.6.3 Analysis and Discussion

A "shrink-wrap license" is a written contract that accompanies software that

states the terms of a license to use the software together with a provision that the act of

breaking the seal (or, alternately, loading the software into a machine) constitutes accep-

tance of the terms of the license agreement. The terms always state that title (ownership)

of the software is retained by the manufacturer, but that the consumer is granted a license

to used the software in accordance with the stated conditions. Title is important because

retaining title allows the manufacturer to protect the software under trade secret law,
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which allows broader protection (such as allowing the protection of algorithms) than does

copyright.

Whether shrink-wrap licenses are valid is essentially unresolved, since there has

apparently only been one court decision on the topic, in a case specifically tied to a

Louisiana statute that attempted to legalize shrink-wrap licenses. 45 However, several

analyses in law reviews, discussed below, argue that shrink-wrap licenses are probably

not enforceable in the form that they are practiced today, but are likely enforceable under

other conditions.

Shrink-wrap licenses are legally "contracts of adhesion"-contracts that use stan-

dard forms and are generally presented on a "take-it-or-leave-it" basis. Although some

have argued that such contracts are unenforceable, 4 6 the conventional doctrine is that

contracts of adhesion are legal as long as they are not "unconscionable," 4 7 although the

law interpreting this has often been applied in an inconsistent manner.48

Shrink-wrap licenses, in addition to being contracts of adhesion, tie acceptance

not to a signature but to a specific action, which adds still another level of uncertainty,

although courts have been consistent about approving similar contracts, such as limita-

tions of liability printed on labels, and based on such evidence two analyses of shrink-

wrap licenses for software, by Puhala and by Ryan, have concluded that they probably

are, in principle, enforceable contracts. 49

However, these analyses also conclude that the practice of packaging the license

so that it can be read only after the consumer has purchased the software and opened the

box-by far the most common practice-probably does render the shrink-wrap agree-

ment unenforceable. In many similar situations, such as automobile sales where a seller

attempts to present the buyer with a warranty disclaimer after the sales transaction has

been completed, 50 modifications of sales contracts have not been allowed.

In an attempt to resolve the issue of the enforceability of shrink-wrap licenses by

legislation, Louisiana passed in 1984 a statute that attempted to legalize the practice.

The law was then tested in court when one software company, Quaid Software, developed

a copying program that could unlock data security software developed by Vault

45. Software License Enforcement Act, LSA-R.S. § 1961-1966.

46. Rakoff, Contracts of Adhesion: An Essay in Reconstruction. 96 HARVARD LAW REVIEW 1174 (1983).

47. Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co. 350 F.2d 445 (D. C. Cir. 1965).

48. See Rakoff, op. cit.

49. Puhala, The Protection of Computer Software Through Shrink-Wrap License Agreements. 42
WASHINGTON AND LFE LAW REVIEW 1347 (1985); Ryan, Offers Users Can't Refuse: Shrink-Wrap License

Agreements as Enforceable Adhesion Contracts. 10 CARDoZO LAW REVIEW 2105 (1989).

50. See, e.g., Taterka v. Ford Motor Co., 25 U.C.C. REP. SERV. (CALIAGHAN) 680 (1978).
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Corporation that was intended to prevent such copying. The program was developed by

reverse engineering of Vault's software, which was sold with a shrink-wrap license that

included a provision against decompiling or disassemblifig the software. Vault sued

Quaid claiming that Quaid's reverse engineering of their software was a theft of trade

secrets. Although neither company was based in Louisiana, Vault's license agreement

specified that the laws of Lousiana would apply, and sued in federal district court in

Louisiana to take advantage of the Louisiana statute. The district court, without any rea-

soning or citation of authority, ruled that the license agreement "could only be enforce-

able if the [Louisiana law, the Software License Enforcement Act] is a valid and enforce-

able statute." 51 The court, however, then went on to note that the Louisiana statute

allowed license agreements to prohibit copying "for any purpose," and the creation of

derivative works. The court found that because federal copyright law regulates copying

and the creation of derivative works, the Louisiana statute "has invaded the exclusive

province of the federal Copyright Act, and has gone beyond trade secrets law by outlaw-

ing reverse engineering." 52 The Louisiana law was thus unenforceable as conflicting with

federal law, and the court found that the license agreement was invalid and that Quaid's

reverse engineering was legal. A federal appeals court later agreed, and concluded that
"at least" the provision of Louisiana law concerning reverse engineering was unenforce-

able.
53

The question of whether shrink-wrap licenses for software are enforceable and
can prevent reverse engineering is thus still unresolved. The Vault decision indicated pri-

marily that such licenses cannot be made enforceable by legislation at the state level,

although they may still be enforceable in the absence of such legislation. While the dis-

trict court did state that shrink-wrap licenses would not be valid without such a law, this

assertion without discussion is a weak aspect of the decision and is not very helpful as

precedent, although it is consistent with other analyses that suggest that such licenses are

not valid if they are only available after the sales transaction has been completed (which

is the case in Vault.)

1.7 SCENARIO 7: LIABILITY FOR SOFTWARE MALFUNCTION

1.7.1 Description of Scenario

Company XYZ is a commercial supplier of real-time communication protocol

software. The company's products are almost exclusively integrated in systems that sup-

port real-time distributed applications and they are typically designed for reuse.

51. Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd. 655 F.Supp. 750. (E.D. Louisiana 1087).

52. Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd. 655 F.Supp. at 763. (E.D. Louisiana 1987).

53. Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd. 847 F.2d 255 (5th Cir. 1988).
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Company ABC has just been awarded a major defense contract for a data fusion system
for a large command and control center (CCE). ABC's proposal stated it would integrate

XYZ's real-time communication software with it's custom CCE application programs.

The proposal shows that the XYZ software meets system requirements for communica-

tion and is much cheaper to buy than develop.

XYZ adheres to existing software standards and practices for development and
reuse of software components. Testing meets all government standards. In fact XYZ pro-
vides additional testing that is beyond government requirements. The system is delivered

and goes into operation with minor problems, which XYZ resolves within a reasonable

time frame.

Fourteen months after the system has been in operation, communication errors
rise above acceptable operational requirements and force the system to be shut down.
ABC traces the problem to company XYZ's communication software-a major error is

discovered that requires a major rewrite of the code.

The customer, the DoD, wants the system fixed with no charge to the govern-
ment. ABC claims that XYZ is liable for the cost of fixing the error since there is a con-
tract between XYZ and ABC that guarantees that their product meets certain perfor-

mance requirements if used within specifications. XYZ claims that the software was used
in an application that was outside their specifications for the communication software
subsystem. In fact, XYZ claims that ABC was at fault because they improperly

integrated the XYZ software into the system.

Several real-time communication software experts are asked to review the case.
After a thorough review of the specification of the real-time communication software sub-
system, questions are raised concerning XYZ's interpretation. However, all experts agree

that XYZ was not negligent in developing the software but exercised prudence and dili-
gence in its software engineering practice.

1.7.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Who is liable for the cost to repair this error?

2. The real-time communication software subsystem has a specification that
attempts to define its functions and behavior. The developers of these software specifica-

tions may know the specifics of the application domain in which their component will be
used (such as the case of company XYZ). However, it is impossible to predict or list all

possible applications in which the software will fail (as was the case for ABC). From a

practical view, users of reusable components will attempt to use a component in a system

by attempting to remain with the specification constrains. Since exhaustive testing is
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usually not possible (again this is a technical limitation), errors can show up after a sys-

tem has been integrated and fielded. If both ABC and XYZ adhered to industry develop-

ment standards and practices, should both parties be responsible for the software fix?

3. Can software specifications be considered a legal contract?

4. Does the government have no recourse since the system it contracted to build
was at the limits of software reuse technology?

1.7.3 Discussion

The liability scenario identified the following concerns: 1) Was the component
owned by the government or by the commercial company? and 2) How was maintenance

described in the license agreement? In this scenario, it was not explicitly stated if the

component was government or privately owned. For the case of a component being

owned by the government, several attendees concluded that the government will have to
put in place a mechanism that ensures that users of that component can get responses to

maintenance problems. If the component was developed by a private company (i.e.,

XYZ) and integrated in the system by a prime contractor (i.e., ABC), then it would be
the responsibility of the prime contractor to have the problem fixed (i.e., possibly their

license with XYZ would cover the maintenance of the component).

The maintenance portion of the reusable component license is critical to avoid
having the problems that were described in this scenario. Analysis must be performed to
identify types of errors that can be detected or predicted after the system is fielded and

language should be drafted for the license that explicitly determines the organization
responsible for maintenance. It should be noted that drafting maintenance language for
software reusable components is relatively new and the complexities of such drafting are

not well understood.

A particular problem when responsibilities are not clear is that long delays may
occur before components are repaired while different parties are arguing about the

responsibilities of the respective parties. Several attendees were concerned that these
delays may discourage software reuse in DoD systems. This is particularly a concern at
the present time because there is much uncertainty about the law concerning liability for

software malfunction, with no known cases having gone to trial that specifically involve

software reuse.
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1.8 SCENARIO 8: CONTRACTOR AND SUBCONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIPS

1.8.1 Description of Scenario

A large prime contractor negotiates a contract with the government, and agrees
to deliver software with certain rights. That contractor then delivers to the government
software that includes components developed by a subcontractor. It turns out that the
rights that the subcontractor has agreed to deliver to the prime contractor for those com-
ponents are less than the rights the prime contractor has agreed to deliver to the govern-
ment.

1.8.2 Questions About Scenario

1. Will subcontractors who have a vested interest in maintaining some type of
limited or restricted rights on their technology, their products, or components be willing to
work in an environment in which a prime contractor will force them to give up more pro-
prietary rights than they would in a normal commercial deal?

2. How should the government acquire rights to the subcontractor's components
that were developed at private expense?

3. Why should the government acquire rights to the subcontractor's components
developed at private expense through a prime contractor? Since they are already devel-
oped, why shouldn't the government go out and negotiate with the subcontractor directly?

4. How complex are negotiations likely to be for proprietary rights passed
through a prime contractor-subcontractor relationship in programs such as JIAWG?

1.8.3 Discussion

The workshop attendees primarily viewed the data rights responsibility between
the DoD, prime contractor, and subcontractor as that of the prime contractor. Specifi-
cally, the prime contractor must obtain via its subcontract the proprietary rights that are
in the FAR and DFARS. If the subcontractor has proprietary rights, it can negotiate a
license agreement with the prime contractor that protects those rights. The prime con-
tractor then passes on the rights and restrictions to the DoD in such a way that the sub-
contractor is protected.

A major issue that was discussed in terms of this relationship was the problem of
operating a joint venture in the context of the DoD (or government). Joint ventures are
groups of companies working together to develop a product or service (e.g., a defense
system). Joint ventures have been used extensively in the commercial world, however,
they are relatively new for the DoD. The problem with joint ventures in the DoD contract
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environment is that many of the corporations involved have technological expertise that is

critical to their commercial business. They have a major. concern that doing business with

the government in a joint venture situation may result in proprietary information being

passed on to other partners in the joint venture that may risk their competitive position.

Reusable components were also considered from a different view in comparison

to the traditional DoD acquisition process. In a normal contractor situation, the govern-

ment contracts for a specific system or piece of software. The software is part of that spe-

cific system and the rights and responsibilities for maintaining it are well defined. Reus-

able software, however, has the potential to be used in many systems and by many users.

Therefore, a complex set of licenses may be required to protect the developer's data

rights. One view on this issue was that it would be unrealistic to expect the DoD to have

licenses for every software reuse library or component available. Instead, the DoD would

negotiate licenses for reusable components that a prime contractor proposes for use on a

specific system.
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WORKING GROUP REPORTS



INTRODUCTION TO WORKING GROUPS

The working groups were instructed to a. Working group purpose and scope;
focus on the National Test Bed Software
Reuse Library Concept of Operations in b. An identification of existing legal or con-
their discussion and analysis. The reusable tractual mechanisms for the group's spe-
components would be used in a context cific area;
called large scale software reuse, where a
prime contractor and a large number of sub- c. An identification of existing legal or con-
contractors would be teamed to build a major tractual issues that may have an impact
DoD system. Since each working group on software reuse; and
reviewed the plan from a specific legal per-
spective, they were to assume that the type of d. A set of recommendations based on the
software being developed for the reuse issues the group identified.
library was to have potential use in both the
contractor's commercial and DoD business Each group was also asked to comment
areas. on any major changes needed to support

Each working group produced a summary large scale software reuse from an organiza-
report, which appears in this section. The tional or regulation (i.e., FAR, DFARS,
workshop planning committee recommended etc.) perspective.
that the reports contain the following infor- - J.B.
mation:
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COMPONENT LICENSING I
INTEGRATION CONTRACT WORDING

WORKING GROUP

James Baldo, Jr.

Institute for Defense Analyses
Alexandria, Virginia

PURPOSE AND SCOPE contract. It should be noted that the
government is encouraging software

The purpose of the Component L-cens- reuse in RFPs.

ing/Integration Wording Working Group was
to analyze a set of existing software license d. A contractor's contract specifies that
and contract mechanisms for issues pertain- components in a government reuse
ing to software reuse that may impact the library will be available to the contractor
NTB Software Reuse Library Concept of for an agreed-upon time period.
Operations. The analysis was limited to new
laws, integrating software between systems ISSUES
being built for the three services, and license
agreements that would be needed for After analyzing the NTB Software Reuse
libraries. Library Concept of Operations, the group

identified the following license and contract
EXISTING MECHANISMS issues that may inhibit its operation:

The group identified the following mecha- a. Since a large number of components will
nisms for software licenses and contracts: be under the auspices of the NTB, the

problem of software maintenance was
a. Contracts can have a value added clause considered intractable from a license

to provide a contractor with an award and contract mechanism as described in
fee if during development the contractor the concept of operations.
determines that reusing a component(s)
provides a cost savings. One example of b. Since consumers of reusable software
such an award fee is that the government components will have varying and
splits the zost savings with the contrac- unique needs specific to the system they
tor. are applying the component to, the NTB

plan for generic license between the
b. During the course of developing a sys- consumer and NTB Reuse Library will

tem, a contractor proposes a set of reus- probably be too limited. The generic
able component(s) to be developed with license plan advocated in this plan pro-
additional effort. If the government con- vides a license for reusable components
cludes that the proposed reusable com- between the NTB Library and the con-
ponents have potential value on future sumer is probably not feasible. This is
systems, the contractor is awarded addi- an issue because consumers have differ-
tional money. ent needs that may require various types

of services from a developer that a gen-
c. A contractor includes in their proposal eric license could not support.

the rationale, design, and implementa-
tion of a proposed set of reusable com- c. In the NTB plan, classified and unclassi-
ponents. The additional cost for the fled components were treated the same.
reusable components is included in the There was no separate mechanism for
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either category. The group agreed that unclaimed. Requiring such data for
classified reusable components would inclusion into the reuse library provides
have i different set of issues than unclas- a way to collect such information. It
sified. should be noted, that to determine if

building a component from scratch or

RECOMMENDATIONS reusing an existing component is cost
effective.

Near Term Long Term

The following recommendations were
derived by the group as near-term (2-5 years) The following recommendations were
solutions for contracts and licenses incor- derived by the group as long-term (5-10 years)
porating software reuse: solutions for contracts and licenses incor-

porating software reuse:

a. Contracting Agencies should utilize inputfrom industry during the early stages of a. A section covering software reuse should
acquisition for incorporating software be addressed as a separate item in thereus.io for exam p anage maye DFARS under the software section.reuse. For example, an agency may
bring together a group of contractors(eig aoniseragrouof contractors)to ss b. Software reuse should be considered in(e .g ., av io n ic s co n tracto rs) to a sse ss t e m i t n n e p a e u h a l n epotential reuse standards and libraries the maintenance phase, such as planned
available, upgrades to the system. Software main-

tenance contracts should include lan-

b. Contracting Agencies should use two- guage that encourages the use of reus-

phase RFPs. Software reuse is evaluated able components.

during phase one for feasibility. Phase
two of the RFP incorporates reuse only
if feasibility is justified in phase one.
The group concluded that once software
reuse becomes more mature, this mech-
anism would not be needed.

c. License agreements for reusable compo-
nents in software reuse library should be
negotiated between the consumer and
the developer.

d. There should be explicit language in the
contract that requires developers to
include the following life-cycle phase
information: domain knowledge, design,
implementation, testing, and usage
information (when possible).

e. Contracts should require developers of
reusable components to supply develop-
ment information. For example, devel-
opment statistics such as the number of
engineering hours required to design and
build a component. Currently, the gov-
ernment has three years to acquire such
information after a contract has been
completed. However, due to a shortage
of resources, most of this data goes
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LEGAL OBLIGATIONS,
SUBSCRIBERS, AND DEVELOPERS

WORKING GROUP

Will Tracz

IBM Federal Systems Division
Owego, New York

PURPOSE AND SCOPE a. The contracting agency would stipulate
that the software developer supply reus-

The working group focused on identifying able software according to some

legal issues that could arise in establishing a "threshold requirements".

government run software repository. The
scope of the problem was constrained by b. The Clearing House/Library would set

defining a realistic Library/Clearing House up some threshold requirements for the

Model, which was considered scalable. software it supports.

c. The Clearing House/Library would

EXISTING MECHANISMS define a classification scheme, similar to
the RAPID approach, for the reusable
software based on the "quality" of docu-The group based the Library/Clearing mentation, testing, etc.

House Model on the RAPID and proposed

NTB- Operational Concept. Copyright and d. The Clearing House/Library would not
patent law, as well as the FAR and DFARS keep source or object code for COTS
and proposed legislation were taken under (Commercial Off The Shelf) and joint
consideration as being applicable, software Only pointers to how to license

it from its owners would be available

ISSUES 
upon query.

e. There could be possible incentives for
The following section lists the assump- joint and private software owners to

tions the working group made with regards to place their software in the Clearing
the model being analyzed, then identifies the House, such as reduced licensing agree-
legal issues concerning the four parties ments.
involved in such an enterprise:

f. The software in the Clearing
a. contracting agency House/Library would be for use on gov-

ernment contracts only.
b. supplier/developer

g. The contracting agency would mandate
c. clearing house/library owner the use of software resources from the

Clearing House/Library, unless justifica-
d. consumer/subscriber tion were presented by the contrac-

tor/consumer for waivers.

Assumptions
h. The government runs the Clearing

The working group assumed that the House/Library, or contracts to have it
Clearing House/Library would be created done.
under the following conditions:

i. The government charges some fees for
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use of the repository. Use is described as repository managers). In essence, the
access for query and distribution of arti- software is supplied "as-is".
facts.

Clearing House/Library Legal Issues

j. The repository would maintain security

classification and ITAR restriction type a. One issue that requires further investiga-
information. tion centered on the government's liabil-

ity or role if the software that was in its
k. Access to the repository is given on a library turned out to not have clear title

"need to know" basis. In particular, (infringed on someone else's software).
when RFPs are let out, access rights If the supplier was available to deal with
would be given to potential bidders, sub- the matter, then, the government could
ject to the security classifications appro- mediate. But if the supplier was not
priate to the program. available, then there is some question as

to how to proceed. Furthermore, while
Contracting Agency Legal Issues it is the case that if the software in ques-

tion infringed on a patent, then FAR
a. The Government Accounting Office 52.227-1, Authorization and Consent

would need to approve the contracting Clause stipulates that the contractor
agency setting deposition ratios of reus- may not be sued for patent infringement
able software because a contractor (but the government can be, if royalties
might argue that it costs more need to be paid), there is no (known to
(50-200%). But is was felt by the group the working group members) current
that this was a short term cost that provision for copyright infringement to
might, in reality, be absorbed in large prevent injunction.
projects with immediate benefits.

b. There is a possibility that the Freedom
b. If the government (contracting agency) Of Information Act might be invoked to

requires the use of certain software from access information in the repository.
the repository, and "validates/certifies" Under these circumstances the security
its functionality, then if the contractor classification would need to be main-
demonstrates a deficiency that causes tained, as well as the access fee policy
some impact to cost and schedule, the applied.
government would need to work with the
contractor to resolve this problem and c. If the government or contractor who
would probably bear the cost. operates the repository does not follow

the security classification or ITAR
Software Supplier Legal Issues (International Traffic in Arms Regula-

tions) protection, then they could be
a. Perhaps the most serious responsibility prosecuted for gross negligence.

for the software supplier is to provide
"clear" title to the software. That is to d. Similarly, if the government or contrac-
assure the government that the software tor who operates the repository does not
does not infringe on the copyrights of properly apply the threshold or evalua-
any other software (e.g., a derived tion criteria, then they could be
work). In the event of inadvertent or prosecuted for gross negligence.
malicious copyright infringement, the
supplier would be responsible for clear- e. The government is responsible for
ing up the problem. reporting all errors found in the software

it supports to all know subscribers (due
b. The supplier has no legal liability for diligence).

operational deficiencies, once the soft-
ware has been accepted (meets certain f. There is a possibility for conflict of inter-
threshold requirements set by the est in the case where the repository is
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Government Owned and Contractor
Operated (GOCO) in applying the
threshold and evaluation criteria in an
unbiased, objective manner.

g. There may need to be some statuary
basis for the govcrnment to collect fees
or pay royalties for the software in the
repository.

Consumer/Subscriber Legal Issues

a. The subscriber is responsible for pro-
tecting ITAR protected and classified
artifacts.

b. The subscriber is responsible for using
the repository for government related
contracts only.

c. The consumer is liable for any "as-is"
repository software not stipulated as
GFE.

d. The issue of injunction and third party
damages for copyright infringements
needs to be further investigated, but
could be an issue.

e. The consumer is responsible for paying
all usage fees.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The working group recommended a full
task force of between 5-10 IPL (Intellectual
Property Law) and contract attorneys spend
3-6 months focus on these issues and do more
research into the possible implications.

In the longer term, possible statutes might
be instituted to collect and distribute
fees/royalties, if so desired. Also approval
may be sought from the GAO to require
deposition and reuse quotas on contracts.
Furthermore, it is not certain that current
revisions of the FAR may be addressing the
issues raised by the working group.
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ROYALTIES AND INCENTIVES WORKING GROUP

John F. Kramer

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Arlington, VA

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 4. Rewards for Developers. What forms
of rewards are best for developers?

The charter of the Royalties and Incen- Examples include royalties based on number
tives Working Group was to develop recoin- of times used, assessments of quality, etc.

mendations for providing incentives to con- 5. Ease of Use. What can be done to
tractors to develop reusable software compo- make the library easy to use?
nents and to reuse components in building 6. Form and Granularity of Components.
software systems. What should be in the library? Which of the

We first identified and discussed the prin- following representations should be
cipal issues involved in providing incentives, included: source code, object code, designs,
and then developed a set of specific recom- requirements? Should components in the
mendatioits. form of object code also have source code

available? Documentation?

ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS

The 'ssues are as follows, in order of
decreasi ,g significance: We developed the following recommenda-

tions:
1. Liability Associated with Intellectual

Property. This involves claims or lawsuits for 1. Multilayered Library. The library
patent ,, copyright infringement or theit of should be organized with a minimum of three
trade secrets that might result from placing different layers. The layers are:
componcats in a library. How can such liabil-
ity be minimized and how can it be allocated
betweei. developers, the library, and users so a. Public Domain Layer. This layer to allow
that developers are not discouraged from access to software in the public domain,
develor 'ng reusable components or reusing which would be available to anyone who
compo.: er; *.? is a subscriber to the library.

2. Liability for Defective Software. This
involves liability resulting from failure to b. Limited License Layer. This layer would
meet pr-:formance standards for software or allow access to software that was
malfunctions of software that results in dam- included in a standard license agree-
age. How can the risk of liability be allocated ment.
between developers and users of reusable
components so that neither are not discour- c. Clearinghouse Layer. This layer would
aged from practicing reuse? provide services similar to that of a card

3. Loss of Proprietary Rights. This catalog, with the user being required to
involves possible loss of proprietary (intellec- negotiate a license agreement with the
tual property) rights resulting when contrac- vendor themselves.
tors place components in the library. How
can these rights be protected so that develop- 2. National Asset Library. A national
ers are willing to allow their components to library should be established to serve as a
be entered in the library? Defense Department asset, to be managed by
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the Defense Logistics Agency or similar means selected for the libraiy to protect the
organization. This library should have inter- rights and provide incentives for developers.
connectivity with other libraries, including These include:
those for SDIO, industry (such as the Reus-
able Ada Avionics Software Packages, or
RAASP), university, and the STARS library, a. Subscriber License. This license covers
This interconnectivity would allow the library everyone who interacts with the library.
to be easily accessible. One issue that must
be addressed for this library is how to pro- b. Standard License Agreement. This is
vide appropriate security so that users can used as a framework for licenses to
access appropriate layers. allow components to be entered into the

3. Needed Infrastructure. Many things library or to use components.
must be done to provide an infrastructure
that can promote reuse. These include: c. Set of Royalty Agreements. These

agreements could be accessed by users
of the library and disclose to them the

a. DoD Policy. Policies and directives at fees necessary to make use of particular
the Defense Department level must be components.
developed that define how reuse is to be
done. d. Incentive Fees. This fee might, for

example, be paid to a consumer who, in
b. Evaluation Criteria. A standard set of the process of reusing a component,

evaluation criteria must be developed fixes a bug in it.
that can measure reuse practices, both
for evaluating proposals and for calcu- e. Award Fees. This fee is for the develop-
lating award fees. ment of a reusable component.

c. Training. Education and training is nec- All of these agreements must be mapped
essary to provide program managers, out and agreed to in advance by all parties.
contractor management, and engineers
with good approaches to reuse.

CONCLUSIONS
d. Insurance. Some form of insurance

should be provided to cover the risk of In general, both management and techni-
defective software or liability associated cal personnel must be involved in developing
with proprietary rights. This could the necessary policies, procedures, guide-
involve the insurance industry or a self- lines, and license agreements for reuse.
insurance program managed by the However, the fundamental issues involved in
library. incentives are economic ones, and these

issues must be resolved or a reuse programe. Standards. Standards should be devel- will not succeed.

oped for the library so that functional

components and documentation are
created in a standard way.

f. Procedures and Criteria. Software engi-
neering procedures and evaluation cri-
teria, such as the Software Engineering
Institute evaluation criteria, should be
modified to include reuse practices.

4. Core Set of Agreements. A standard
set of licenses and fee calculation agreements
must be developed that implements the
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POTENTIAL APPROACHES TO SOFTWARE INDUSTRY
PARTICIPATION WORKING GROUP

Charles Lillie

SAIC
McLean, Virginia

PURPOSE AND SCOPE mechanisms that provide either positive
(encouraged) or negative (discouraged) appli-

Software reuse is a new discipline just cation of software reuse.

beginning to evolve into a recognized indus-
try. To be successful, software reuse must be Encouraging Mechanisms
embraced by the government and supported
by the software industry, The purpose of the Encouraging mechanisms can be used to
Potential Approaches to Software Industry apply, enforce, or stimulate software reuseParticipation group is to identify mechanisms within a given project, across projects, or

and issues, and make recommendations that across the software industry Table 1 lists
will help the government stimulate a software mechanisms that encourage software reuse
reuse industry. The term "software reuse
industry" includes government sponsored
and supported software asset libraries as well
as industry libraries of commercially avail- Table 1. Encouraging Mechanisms
able reusable software assets. A software
asset includes requirements, specifications, a. Competition
design, source code, object code, test cases, b. RFP/Source Selection Criteria
documentation, descriptions, evaluation, c. Library Management Tools
pointers to other libraries, or any component d. Software Engineering
related to software development. e. Emphasis on Prototyping

The scope of this group is to identify gov- f. Government Risk
ernment actions and activities that will stimu- g. Contracting Machanisms
late a software reuse industry. The group h. Standards
recognizes that the software industry plays an i. Education
important role in stimulating a reuse industry,
but time constraints forced us to focus on
government activities. To further limit our
scope, most recommendations are directed Competition is the corner stone of the
to the Strategic Defense Initiative program. Amein iskthe crner softhe
The group feels that with minimal modifica- American marketplace. Successful softwaretions the recommendations could be scaled reuse will help the software industry reduce
up, or reused, to be applicable to the Depart- cost, improve quality, and sustain realistic
ment of Defense. development schedules. Private industry will

support a national reuse program to maintain
a strong competitive edge. By effectively

EXISTING MECHANISMS using competition the government can stimu-
late the software industry to reuse software
assets.

A mechanism is an element that can be An important part of government pro-
used to encourage or discourage a successful curement is the set of criteria used to evalu-
software reuse industry. A mechanism can be ate proposals. The government can stimulate
something as abstract as competition or as and encourage the software industry to reuse
concrete as a request for proposal (RFP). software assets by including evaluation
The group identified existing and potential
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criteria in RFPs that specifically address soft- and risks of incorporating reuse into their
ware reuse. Source selection evaluations for design and implementation methodologies so
software intensive programs could be struc- that a solid product will emerge. One mecha-
tured to award points to bidders that identify nism that has proven useful on past technol-
and justify reusing software assets. ogy insertion efforts is conveying success and

Adequate technology is needed to estab- failure stories via lessons learned documents,
lish and expand an industry. Software reuse seminars, and conferences. In addition, tech-
needs tools that require less time to find and nical tutorials that address reuse design tech-
retrieve assets than it would take to build the niques will help engineers learn techniques to
asset from scratch. Library management expand reuse applications.
tools have matured to the point that they
encourage software reuse. Discouraging Mechanisms

Professional software engineering prac-
tices provide techniques that help build reus- Discouraging mechanisms can be used to
able assets as well as encourage the use of apply or enforce practices that depress soft-
existing assets. By emphasizing software engi- ware reuse within a given project, across
neering in all software development projects projects, or across the software industry.
the government can help stimulate industry Table 2 lists mechanisms that discourage soft-
to not only take advantage of reusable assets, ware reuse and help dishearten a reuse indus-
but to create higher quality software prod- try.
ucts.

Prototyping is used to help refine require-
ments. Effective and efficient prototyping Table 2. Discouraging Mechanisms
programs will take advantage of existing soft-
ware components and establish demands for a. Program Manager Pressures
reusable software assets. b. Current Source Selection Criteria

A useful mechanism that will stimulate a c. Competition
software reuse industry is government com- d. Lack of Critical Mass of Reusable
mitment. DOD program managers must be Components
willing to take some risk to encourage the Componente. State-of-Practice in Software
creation and application of reusable assets. Development
Industry will respond positively once DOD f. Support Issues
has shown its commitment to reusing soft-
ware assets. In addition, the DOD needs to
take advantage of existing contracting mecha- Pressures are placed on program manag-
nisms as well as create contracting mecha- ers to stay within schedule and budget. New
nisms that encourage reuse across programs. unproven technology is not readily embraced
A successful reuse program requires innova- for fear that the new technology, although
tion in contracting activities, theoretically superior to existing technology,

Standards help stimulate reuse by provid- may cause schedule slippage or an increase in
ing a basic structure for the reusable product budget.
and confidence that the product will have a Corporate culture, including both govern-
long life. Standard programming languages ment and industry, have investments to pro-
like Ada encourage developers to create tect and are suspicious of technology from
reusable assets while standard component other sources. The mindset of not using tech-
definitions and library architectures give the nology that is "not invented here" must be
developers the longevity structure to realize a changed before software reuse will be
return on investment, embraced by government and industry.

Education plays a key role in establishing The idea behind reusing software assets is
a reuse industry. Upper management must be to provide software components developed
aware of the benefits and risks of reusing in such a way that the components can be
software assets so that they can make sound used by other developers on other projects.
business decisions. Designers and implemen- The government needs to change the policy
tors must be aware of the technical benefits requiring unlimited data rights and allow the
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developers the right to reuse or resell soft- Critical Issues
ware assets developed for the government to
other government projects or commercial Issues that are critical to successful reuse
ventures, are those issues that have a potential to pre-

Current source selection criteria do not vent the occurrence of large scale software
award developers for reusing software assets. reuse. Table 3 lists the issues that must be
In some cases the developer is penalized for resolved in order to establish a successful
bidding the application of existing software reuse industry.
assets. Source selection criteria, especially
those criteria used for software intensive pro-
grams, must realize the importance of reus- Table 3. Critical Issues
ing existing assets, and give extra points to
the bidders innovative enough to reuse exist- a. Establish a critical mass of
ing software assets. reusable assets

In some software domains competition is b. Demonstrate that software
so intense that program managers are not wil- reuse works
ling to take additional risks involved with c. Reuse standards
introducing new technology. Software reuse d. Certification mechanism
initiatives must be introduced that convince e. Legal
the program managers that software reuse
will improve their competitive edge.

A set of reusable assets is necessary
before reuse can be implemented. Although a. Establish a critical mass of reusable
there are some commercially available soft- assets. Quality reusable assets must be
ware assets, there are not nearly enough to available before designers and imple-
provide the components Brad Cox identified mentators can benefit from reuse tech-
as being necessary to stimulate a software nology. Government and industry devel-
revolution. In addition, the government opers must stimulate the build-up of this
could "prime the pump" by providing initial critical mass of reusable software assets
libraries and software assets that can help for large scale reuse to occur. Questions
spawn a software reuse industry. such as how does one stimulate the

Current state-of-the-practice in software build-up to a critical mass, what amount
development does not promote reuse. In of assets comprise a critical mass, and
fact, current state-of-the-practice makes it what types of packages should constitute
more difficult to reuse external assets than it a critical mass must be answered.
is to recreate that asset. Integrated software
development tools and on-line software b. Demonstrate that software reuse works.
libraries are needed to help promote software For wide spread, large scale software
reuse within and across projects. reuse to occur, improved benefits and

Although reusable software assets exist reduced risks offered by the technology
today, responsibility for supporting those must be demonstrated. These demon-
assets are not clear, especially if the assets strations must show at a minimum that
are part of a government supported library project costs will decrease and project
and data rights issues make asset ownership schedules will not expand.
unclear.

c. Reuse standards. Software reuse stan-
dards are needed to provide structure to

ISSUES reusable assets. Standards that provide
structure for interfaces, asset design,

For software reuse to become a viable asset implementation, and library stor-

industry the following issues must be age and retrieval will help promote reuse
addressed. The issues are divided into two and make assets accessible to a wider

g- oups, issues that are critical to successful community of software developers.

reuse and issues that inhibit reuse.
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d. Certification mechanisms. Certification Table 4. Reuse Inhibitors
mechanisms will provide a means to
evaluate assets and supply a degree of a. Economic model of reuse
confidence in quality and reliability. b. Reuse metrics
These mechanisms could provide ser- c. Security
vices like validation, library acceptance, d. Access to/Protection for
and national registry of lineage. Without d. oAccetorote
certification mechanisms large scale
software reuse will be critically ham-
pered and industry growth suppressed.

a. Economic model of reuse. An economic
e. Legal. There are many unknowns with model of reuse is needed to effectively

respect to interpretations for software evaluate the benefits and risks of devel-
reuse in the FAR and DFARS. Con- oping reusable assets and reusing exist-
tractors have concerns about ownership ing assets. A number of models have
rights which raise questions about the been proposed and used, such as IBM's
extent of their intellectual property frequent flier point system, the Joint
rights (i.e., copyright and patents). Integrated Avionics Working Group
Also, liability and licenses agreements model, the National Test Bed model, the
need to be established or addressed. Co-op for Small Companies model.

These models should be evaluated to
f. Technology transfer mechanism. The provide prospective users a means of

transition of new technology from con- selecting the model that best meets their
ception to widespread use takes from 12 needs.
years to 24 years. Technology transfer
mechanisms are needed to help expedite b. Reuse metrics. A reuse measurement
the use of reusable software assets. One plan is needed to effective evaluate an
method is referred to as the Johnny emerging technology like software
Appleseed approach where people with reuse. The measure plan would provide
reuse expertise act as catalyst for reuse a domain analysis, propose a measure-
on specific projects. When reuse culture ment process, identify metrics to apply,
is established they move on. Others and furnish a plan to analyze and apply
methods like education and training, the results.
seminars, conferences, and word of
mouth are also effective technology c. Security. Two concerns need to be
transfer techniques. Experience at the addressed by this issue. First, physical
Software Engineering Institute (SEI), security, that is, protecting classified
the Software Productivity Consortium software while making it available for
(SPC), and Microelectronics and Coin- reuse needs to be addressed if the soft-
puter Consortium (MCC) offer insight ware industry is to take full advantage of
into issues of technology transfer. reusable software assets. Second, pro-

tecting software from intentional malice
Reuse Inhibitors such as computer viruses is important to

the success of software reuse. Keeping
Issues that can potentially inhibit large software "healthy" and having a method

scale software reuse are listed in Table 4. to check that health will promote confi-
These issues will not prevent the occurrence dence in reusable assets and increase
of large scale reuse, but unless resolved will reuse applications.
hamper timely development.

d. Access to/Protection for Proprietary
software. For software reuse to be suc-
cessful, public access to reusable assets
is essential. Proprietary software issues
must be addressed that would allow this
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public access but also protect the invest- Lack of Critical Mass of Reus-
ment by the developers, able Components

(3) Critical issue: Establish a
RECOMMENDATIONS critical mass of reusable assets

The following recommendations are (4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic
offered to help expedite software reuse model of reuse
technology initiative specifically and
DoD in general, they are equally appli- d. Certification of Software Original-
cable to the software industry. Each rec- ity
ommended is targeted to one or more
issues and mechanisms identified in sec- (1) Encouraging mechanism:
tions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Library Management Tools

a. 1. Create Reuse Standards Com- (2) Discouraging mechanism:

mittee (DOD Wide) State-of-Practice in Software
Development

(1) Encouraging mechanism:Software Engineering (3) Critical issue: Certificationmechanism

(2) Discouraging mechanism:
State-of-Practice in Software (4) Reuse inhibitor: Security
Development e. Incremental Implementation Strat-

(3) Critical issue: Reuse Stan- egy

dards
(1) Encouraging mechanism:

(4) Reuse inhibitor: Reuse Government Risk
Metrics

(2) Discouraging mechanism:
b. Reinforce Priority of SDI Reuse Program Manager Pressures

Committee
(3) Critical issue: Demonstrate

(1) Encouraging mechanism: that software reuse works
Library Management Tools (4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic

(2) Discouraging mechanism: model of reuse
State-of-Practice in Software
Development f. Reuse Consortia

(3) Critical issue: Certification (1) Encouraging mechanism:
mechanism Software Engineering, Stan-

dards
(4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic
model of reuse (2) Discouraging mechanism:

Corporate Cultures
c. Develop Incentives to Foster

Growth of Reuse Industry (3) Critical issue: Technology
transfer mechanism

(1) Encouraging mechanism:
Standards (4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic

model of reuse
(2) Discouraging mechanism:
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g. Sponsor Domain Analysis (3) Critical issue: Technology
transfer mechanism

(1) Encouraging mechanism:
Emphasis on Prototyping (4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic

model of reuse

(2) Discouraging mechanism:
Lack of Critical Mass of Reus- k. Adequate Weighted Software

able Reuse
Components

(1) Encouraging mechanism:

(3) Critical issue: Establish a RFP/Source Selection Criteria

critical mass of reusable assets
(2) Discouraging mec'lanism:

(4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic Current Source Selection Cri-

model of reuse teria

h. Sponsor Pilot Program to Demon- (3) Critical issue: Establish a

strate Reuse critical mass of reusable assets

(1) Encouraging mechanism: (4) Reuse inhibitor: Access

Education to/Protection for proprietary
software

(2) Discouraging mechanism:
Program Manager Pressures

CONCLUSIONS
(3) Critical issue: Demonstrate
that software reuse works The working group thinks that soft-

ware reuse will be an accepted technol-
(4) Reuse inhibitor: Economic ogy in the 1990s. Although the critical

model of reuse issues must be resolved for large scale

reuse to become a reality, software reuse
Programmer Development Kits will evolve without resolving the issues,

(Standard Parts and Interfaces) just much slower.

(1) Encouraging mechanism:
Standards

(2) Discouraging mechanism:
Support Issues

(3) Critical issue: Reuse stan-
dards

(4) Reuse inhibitor: Reuse
metrics

j. Electronic Marketplace/Cata-
logs/Other Distribution Media

(1) Encouraging mechanism:
Competition

(2) Discouraging mechanism:
Competition
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Phone: (301) 695-6960 Phone: (617) 443-9700
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Phone: (719) 380-2175 Baltimore, MD 21203
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APPENDIX C

CONTRACTS FOR REUSE LIBRARY

Reproduced here are the draft contracts for b. The term "Government" shall refer to the
the National Test Bed Simulation Reuse Library National Test Bed Joint Program Office of
that were presented for review to the workshop by the Strategic Defense Initiative Organiza-
John Morrison. This includes: tion.

a. A subscription contract. c. The term "subscriber" refers to the organiza-
tion or individual who uses the National Testb. A transfer of the title agreement. Bed Simulation Reuse Library in accordancec. A component license, with the terms and conditions of this sub-

scription agreement.

d. The term "derivative work" shall apply to
1. Subscription Contract software derived from other software.

The purpose of the subscription contract is to e. The term "Service" shall refer to the NTB
bind the Government (responsible for operating Simulation Reuse Library service.
and maintaining the Simulation Reuse Library) and
the subscriber (who uses the library to locate and 1.3 Terms and Conditions
obtain software components in order to build sys-
tems) to a set of terms and conditions. a. These terms, together with operating rules

published by the Government, will constitute
1.1 Products and Services the entire agreement for the Service and will

supercede all prior agreements, communica-
The NTB Simulation Reuse Library service tions, statements, and documents.

(the "Service") consists of computing services, b. Upon notice published over the Service, the
software, documentation, and databases which are Government may modify these terms, the
made available to subscribers by the Government. operating rules, or the Service. Such modifi-
The service includes: cations may include, without limitation, price

" Passwords and identification numbers provided changes, implementation of user priorities,
by the Government; and discontinuance of parts of the Service.

" An electronic database, or "library" of software Upon at least six months prior notice pub-

components; lished over the Service, the Government may
terminate the Service.

* Software for accessing and retrieving itemsfrom the database; c. Subscriber's use of the Service will be subject
to any credit limits established for the cus-

* An accounting system for tomer's account.

- Debiting user accounts for services and d. The Service is provided on an "as is, as avail-
delivered components; able" basis. Neither the Government nor its
Crediting user accounts for library addi- contractors make any warranties, express or
tionsg implied, including without limitation those of

merchantability and fitness for a particular
" Authentication numbers used for charging soft- purpose, with respect to the Service.

ware licensing costs; e. The' Government and its contractors shall

" A user support "hotline" service; not be liable for any direct, incidental, or

* Librarian services; consequential damages caused by events
beyond the Government's or its contractor's

" Softvare quality assessment services; control. Such events shall include, but not
" An electronic bulletin board system; be limited to, Acts of God, communications

line failures, theft, destruction or unauthor-
" An electronic mail system. ized access to or use of subscnber's records,

files or programs, or unauthorized access to
1.2 Definitions records, programs or services contained in

the Simulation Reuse Library or National
a. The terms "products" and "computer pro- Test Bed.

grams" shall include all data items associated
with a software identification number or num- f. This agreement is effective from the date of
bers. acceptance by the Government of a copy

signed by the subscriber, and it may be ter-
minated by either party without cause upon
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thirty days after receipt of written notice of 2. The acceptable rules and procedures
termination. The Government shall have the for protection shall be those adopted
right to terminate this agreement without and/or sanctioned by the U.S. Depart-
notice and in its sole discretion in the event ment of Defense and/or the Defense
that the subscriber: Investigative Service.

1. Materially breaches the agreement in f. The Subscriber agrees to notify the Govern-
any way; ment immediately if classified or company

2. Has used the Service for unlawful or proprietary software is compromised, sus-

improper purposes, or in any way which pected to be compromised, or if security

the Government, in its sole discretion, and/or confidentiality procedures are other-

considers to jeopardize the security wise breached.

system of the Service; or g. The Subscriber agrees to take prompt action

3. Has interfered with or threatened to to limit the scope of a security or confiden-

interfere with any other person's pri- tiality breach if such a breach is detected.

vacy or proprietary right or use of the h. Subscriber is responsible for: (1) confiden-
Service. tiality and use of subscriber passwords, iden-

tification numbers, and authentication num-
It is Government policy that malicious acts bers, including all charges to subscriber's
by individuals or organizations against any account; and (2) any violation of this agree-
National Test Bed asset shall be treated as a ment by anyone using subscriber's account.
national security matter. Subscriber shall immediately notify the Gov-

g. The subscriber hereby agrees to indemnify ernment if password, identification number,
and old armess he overmen anditsor authentication number has been lost orand hold harmless the Government and its stolen, or if subscriber suspects that some-

contractors from and against any claim, loss, on, or u bsrier suspest them.

or liability (including reasonable attorney's one has unauthorized access to them.

fees) arising from the violation by any sub- i. Subscriber agrees to comply with Govern-
scriber of any third party rights, including ment operational procedures published on
copyright or patent infringement, privacy or the Service.
proprietary rights. This indemnification obli- Subscriber agrees to promptly notify the
gation shall survive the expiration or termina- Government of any instances or attempts to
tion of this agreement. circumvent published operational proce-

dures, gain improper entry or make improper
1.4 Responsibilities of Subscriber use of the Service, or introduce or spread

a. The Subscriber agrees to binding Govern- malicious logic via the Service.

ment arbitration in the case of disputes aris-
ing from the sale or use of software compo- 1.5 Responsibilities of Government
nents obtained under the Service. a. The Government agrees to operate and

b. The Subscriber shall provide all equipment maintain the Simulation Reuse Library in a
necessary to access the service from the sub- manner consistent with the following Gov-
scriber's site. ernment goals. These are:

c. The Subscriber shall not reproduce, sell, 1. Reduce the cost, improve the quality,
publish, or in any manner commercially and protect the security and integrity of
exploit any information obtained through the software systems developed under
Service or participate in or allow such repro- Government contract;
duction, sale, publication, or exploitation by 2. Provide a means for the rapid incorpo-
any person, except as specified under the ration of new software capabilities and
terms associated with specific software com- technologies into Department of
ponent licenses. Defense programs;

d. The Subscriber agrees to prompt payment of 3. Provide a service to commercial indus-
charges billed to Subscriber's account by the try which supports U.S. defense pro-
Government, consistent with the terms andconditions of this agreement. grams, and which is open to any and all

qualified organizations. Such qualifica-
e. Subscriber agrees to protect any and all clas- tion shall be based on the existence of a

sified material accessible through the Service Government contract and appropriate
in the manner described below: security facility clearances for the

1. Subscriber shall protect classified Sim- applying organization.

ulation Reuse Library products against b. In order 'n protect the security, integrity and
unauthorized disclosure in a manner lawful use c' the Service, the Government,
consistent with the security classifica- or at the Government's direction its contrac-
tion of the component, including all to, may review any material stored in files or
stated security caveats and restrictions, programs to which all subscribers have

access, and shall remove any material which
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the Government, in its sole discretion, 2.2 Definitions
believes may be unlawful or otherwise objec- a. The terms "products" and "computer pro-
tionable. grams" shall include all data items associated

c. The Government agrees to pay or otherwise with the above software identification num-
reimburse the subscriber for consumer ber(s).
reports, deficiency reports, and re-engineer- b. The terms "buyer" aad "Government" shall
ing cost reports which the subscriber pro- refer to the National Test Bed Joint Program
vides concerning software components main- Office of the Strategic Defense Initiative
tained in the Simulation Reuse Library. The Organization.
formula for such reimbursement shall be as
described in operational procedures pub- c. The term "seller" refers to
lished on the Service, and is subject to
change at the sole discretion of the Govern- d. The term "derivative work" shall apply to
ment. software derived from other software. The

process by which the Government deter-
1.6 Miscellaneous mines whether software is a derivative work

and the extent to which it is derivative is con-a. CHOICE OF FORUM: This agreement is tained in the NTB Software Center Operat-

made in, governed by, and the performance ing Instructions, incorporated by reference.

thereof shall be construed in accordance with

the laws of the state of Colorado. Any action 2.3 Effective Date
or proceeding arising out of this contract The transfer of title shall be effective on the
shall be brought in a federal or state court of date of signature of this document.
competent jurisdiction in the state of
Colorado, and in no other jurisdiction. 2.4 Usage and Royalties

b. SEVERABILITY: If any pi- vision of this a. The Government agrees to pass to the seller
agreement shall be held to be invalid, illegal, royalty fees collected by the Government
or unenforceable, the validity, legality and from third party use of the product while the
enforceability of the remaining provisions product is maintained in the Government
shall in no way be affected or impaired reuse library.
thereby b. The seller agrees that the Government shall

c. MERGER OR INTEGRATION: Subscriber establish a maximum royalty fee based on a
represents to have read this agreement and is formula which includes:
in agreement with all of the terms and condi- 1. Completeness of the product, as deter-
tions herein. This agreement constitutes the mined by the Reuse Librarian;
entire agreement between the parties and
may only be modified by a written instrument 2. Product quality, as determined by an
executed by seller and the Government. independent assessment team;
Neither subscriber nor the Government shall 3. Development cost (as can be verified
be bound by any oral agreement or represen- by the developer).
tation. This is the complete and exclusive
statement of contract between the Govern- T:e precise formula is incorporated by refer-
ment and subscriber and no verbal or other ence.
written communication supercedes oi nodi-
fies this agreement. c. The royalty fee for all potential users, or for

any selected set or sets of potential users
2. Transfer of Title may be reduced from the Government-esta-

blished maximum fee at the discretion of the
The purpose of the title transfer is to clearly seller. Any such modification to the royalty

identify the ownership of new software compo- fee is as incorporated by reference.

nents entering into the software reuse library.
2. 1 Program Products & Transfer of Title d. If the product is a derivative work, then the

seller agrees to a Government formula for

The product seller, , compensating the original developer or
hereby transfers title, patent and copyright rights developers out of the total royalty fee. The
of documentation, computer programs, and precise formula for compensation is incor-
related data described below to the United States porated by reference.
Government under the terms stated below in this 2.5 Access and Usage Restrictions
agreement, in consideration for $

The Government agrees to limit access to and
ITEM NAME/ SW IDENT usage of said product in accordance with the stated

DESCRIP. NUMBER desires of the seller, as incorporated by reference.

2.6 Warranty of Title
Seller hereby warrants that it holds unencum-

bered title and/or copyright rights to all software
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sold and delivered pursuant to this agreement, and components from the reuse library.
that it conveys said title for all software sold. 3.1 Program Products

Seller represents that title to certain programs in The United States Government hereby grants
the software is held by the United States Govern- to licensee, and licensee hereby accepts a noi-
ment, as indicated below: transferable, non-exclusive license for documenta-

tion, computer programs, and related data
PROGRAM SIN DESCRIP. described below to the licensee,

on project
under contract

for the stated price, pay-
able in accordance with the terms stated below in
this agreement.

2.7 Indemnification ITEM SW IDENT NAME/

The seller hereby indemnifies and holds harm- PRICE NUMBER DESCRIPTION
less the buyer from any claim by a third party that
the software supplied hereunder infringes upon a -
patent, copyright, trade secret, or similar propri-
etary right of a third party. This indemnification -
shall be for all damages, including reasonable attor-
ney's fees. 3.2 Title

2.8 Warranties/Limitation of Liabiliy Licensee hereby acknowledges that the United

The seller disclaims all implied warranties of States Government claims ownership, without lim-
merchantability and fitness for a particular pur- itation, of the design and documentation and other
pose. information relating thereto.

2.9 Miscellaneous 3.3 Grant of License

a. CHOICE OF FORUM: This agreement is The United States Government hereby grants
made in, governed by, and the performance to licensee, and licensee hereby accepts a non-
thereof shall be construed in accordance with transferable, non-exclusive license to use docu-
the laws of the state of Colorado. Any action mentation, computer programs, and related data in
or proceeding arising out of this contract accordance with the terms of this agreement. Said
shall be brought in a federal or state court of use is restricted to a single project and a single
competent jurisdiction in the state of contract as stated above, and use on any other
Colorado, and in no other jurisdiction. project or contract must be authorized by another

b. SEVERABILITY: If any provision of this agreement or amendment to this one.
agreement shall be held to be invalid, illegal, The license shall commence upon two conditions:
or unenforceable, the validity, legality and (1) acknowledgment by the licensee that licensee
enforceability of the remaining provisions intends to accept this license; and (2) the delivery
shall in no way be affected or impaired of the licensed product to the licensee.
thereby.

c. MERGER OR INTEGRATION: Buyer and Licensee shall acknowledge intent to accept this
Seller represent to have read this agreement license through one of two acceptable methods: (1)
and is in agreement with all of the terms and licensee may electronically enter the licensee's
conditions herein. This agreement consti- unique authentication number to initiate the com-
tutes the entire agreement between the par- ponent retrieval transaction within the Simulation
ties and may only be modified by a written Reuse Library; or (2) licensee may sign a license
instrument executed by seller and the Gov- form obtainable from the Simulation Reuse Library
eminent. Neither seller nor the Government librarian, and submit said form to the librarian.
shall be bound by any oral agreement or rep- 3 Drivative Works
resentation. This is the complete and exclu-
sive statement of contract between the Gov- The license granted shall include the nonex-
ernment and seller and no verbal or other clusive right to make derivative works based on the
written communication supercedes or modi- licensed product, and to grant sublicenses under
fies this agreement. such right. The original developer and the deriva-

d. LIBRARY SERVICES: The seller shall tive work developer shall share license fees based
assist the Government in classifying the upon the licensed software in accordance with the
product and establishing the manner in which percentage contributed to the derivative work.
it may be used within the reuse library. Percentages will be determined by the Govern-

ment in accordance with a formula incorporated by
3. Component License reference.

The purpose of the component license is to
define the terms and conditions for using software
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3.5 Definitions 3.11 Indeinnification
a. The terms "products" and "computer pro- The U.S. Government hereby indemnifies and

grams" shall include all data items associated holds harmless licensee from any claim by a third
with the above software identification num- party that the software supplied hereunder:
ber. a. Infringes upon a patent, copyright, trade

b. The terms "licensor" and "Government" secret, or similar proprietary right of a Third
shall refer to the National Test Bed Joint Party;
Program Office and Strategic Defense Initia- b. Is solely responsible for failure of a system
tive Organization. designed by the licensee under the Govern-

c. The term "licensee" shall refer to the entity ment contract for which this license applies;
obtaining the software license under thisoa nthe sc. Fails to perform in accordance with its docu-agreement. mentation;

3.6 Prices and Payment d. Has a designated security classification level

Licensee shall pay the Government all fees set which is inconsistent with its true security
forth in Clause 1 of this agreement. classification level.

3.7 Nondisclosure This indemnification shall be for all damages,

The licensor agrees not to disclose or use the including reasonable attorney's fees, and is condi-
product outside of the agreed project without tioned upon licensee:
authorization from the Government. a. Giving the Government prompt notice of any
3.8 Security such claim or demand;

a. The licensee agrees to protect the product b. Giving the Government control over all
against unauthorized disclosure in a manner actions, including settlement, of such claim
consistent with the security classification of or demand;
the component, and with any and all stated Giving the Government full cooperation in
security caveats and restrictions, pursuing any such claim.

b. The acceptable rules and procedures for pro- 3.12 Breach and Termination
tection shall be those adopted and/or sanc-
tioned by the U.S. Department of Defense. In the event of breach of this agreement by

c. The licensee agrees to notify the Govern- licensee, licensee shall:

ment immediately if the software is compro- a. Immediately cease to have any rights to the
mised, suspected to be compromised, or if use of products under this agreement;
security procedures are otherwise breached. b. Return or certify destruction of all copies of

d. The licensee agrees to take prompt action to products covered by the terms of this agree-
limit the scope of a security breach if such a ment;
breach is detected. c. Reimburse the Government for all costs

3.9 Import/Export incurred because of breach of this agree-

a. The licensee agrees to protect the product in ment, and be subject to such damages as may

accordance with any and all be allowed by law, including the costs of

import/export/and technology transfer enforcing the terms of this agreement, attor-

caveats and restrictions, neys fees, and punitive damages if appli-
cable;

b. The acceptable rules and procedures for pro- d. Reimburse the Government for all license
tection shall be those adopted and/or sanc- fees lost as a result of the unauthorized dis-
tioned by the U.S. Department of Defense. tribution of said products.

c. The licensee agrees to notify the Govern-
ment immediately if import/export or tech- The Government may terminate this agreement
nology transfer procedures are breached. and the license in whole or in part if the licensee

d. The licensee agrees to take prompt action to shall breach or fail to perform any obligation or
limit the scope of a procedural breach if such condition of the license agreement.
a breach is detected. If this agreement and license is terminated by the

3.10 Warranty of Title licensee, or by the Government due to a violation

The U.S. Government warrants that it holds by the licensee, no refund of monies paid will be
title and/or copyright rights to all products sold due.
pursuant to this agreement, and that it conveys 3.13 Warranties
good title for all software sold. The United States
Government agrees to indemnify licensee for any
and all claims or lawsuits challenging the Govern- operate as specified in the documentation. The
ment's right to sell or license the products which forgoing warranties are in lieu of all other warran-
are the subject of this agreement. ties expressed or implied, including without
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limitation, the implied warranties of merchantabil- modifies this agreement.
ity and fitness for a particular purpose. Under no
circumstances shall the Government or its contrac-
tor be responsible for consequential damages, lost
profits, or other special damages, even if the Gov-
ernment or its contractor has been advised of like-
lihood of same. In no event shall the liability of the
Government or its contractor arising out of or
based upon this agreement regardless of the form
in which any legal or equitable action may be
brought, including, without limitation, any action in
tort or contract, exceed the license fee paid by the
licensee to the Government.

3.14 Software Usage

The licensee may modify the product and/or
merge it into another computer program for use in
accordance with the terms of this license. All
modified and incorporated software remains the
property of the Government.

3.15 Return of Software

At any time following purchase of license,
licensee may apply to the Government for return
of the license fee. The Government shall return
the fee provided the following conditions are met:

a. The licensee otherwise met the terms and
conditions specified in thi$ agreement;

b. The licensee certified in writing the return or
destruction of all copies of the product
licensed under this agreement;

c. The licensee certified in writing that the
product was not used to meet the terms of
the contract specified in clause 1 above, and
was not used in any other contract, sale or
transaction.

3.16 Miscellaneous

a. CHOICE OF FORUM: This agreement is
made in, governed by, and the performance
thereof shall be construed in accordance with
the laws of the state of Colorado. Any action
or proceeding arising out of this contract
shall be brought in a federal or state court of
competent jurisdiction in the state of
Colorado, and in no other jurisdiction.

b. SEVERABILITY: If any provision of this
agreement shall be held to be invalid, illegal,
or unenforceable, the validity, legality and
enforceability of the remaining provisions
shall in no way be affected or impaired
thereby.

c. MERGER OR INTEGRATION: Licensee
represents to have read this agreement and is
in agreement with all of the terms and condi-
tions herein. This agreement constitutes the
entire agreement between the parties and
may only be modified by a written instrument
executed by licensee and the Government.
Neither licensee nor the Government shall
be bound by any oral agreement or represen-
tation. This is the complete and exclusive
statement of contiact between the Govern-
ment and licensee and no verbal or other
written communication supercedes or
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APPENDIX D

NATIONAL TEST BED
SOFTWARE REUSE LIBRARY
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
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